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Preface
Education hos been Northwest Area hifindation's major area of interest since its
creation 42 Years ago. Throughout that period, the Foundation's Directors have
expressed a particular commitment to a strong dual system of private and public
education, often by allocating funds to many of the 70 independent colleges located
in th Foundation's region.

The traditional niethod of meeting these institntions' needs has been to respond
to their requests for proposed growth. Early in this decade, however, the Directors
became comenied about the viability of private higher education in a climate of'
rising costs, competition from more publicly supported educational alternatives, and
the future inevitability of' fewer students in the traditional college-age range. They
decided that these critical and complicated circumstances argued for a new approach
to assisting independent colleges.

As a result, they took the initiative in 1972. They asked college presidents and
other institutional decision-makers to assess their conditions. As a group, the colleges
reported two general areas of need to increase income and to decrease expenses

and three potential solutions: having more tuition-paying students, more
contributed income. and more cost-effective means of instruction.

Realizing that confrontation of' these basic issues would necessitate major
commitments of Foundation time and money, the Directors asked four educators of
nationally recognized expertise to advise them on the program's development and to
evaluate the proposals. Then in 1973 they established the Independent College
Program, defining three phases that might stimulate proposals calculated to meet the
needs described by college presidents.

.Flie first an Admissions and Retention Program to assist colleges in coping
with declining enrollments is the subject of this publication.

The second the Productivity Program was created to help the colleges
adapt and adopt new approaches to teaching so that their standards of academic
service cumld be sustained or advanced within projected financial resources.

The third a Deferred Gifts Program was designed to assist 20 colleges
in raiing contributions by using previously untried tax-encouraged approaches.

Fundamental to all the Independent (:ollege Program's phases is the effort to
foster institutional stabilization, to facilitate systematic progress toward that goal
rather than merely to add innovative programs. To he sure, colleges were
encouraged to be inventive and resourcef ul in their proposals, and a certain degree
of calculated risk was imperative for funding. However, the Foundation's primary
concern was the degree of ktabilization a grant could provide to a recipient college,
and the degree to which increashig costs would be controlled without imperiling
educational quality.

To date the Independent Callege Program lias involved an investment of 4.6
million dollars and countless hours of work on the part of' college and Foundation
personnel and analysts engaged by the Foundation to examine overall program
progress and early project results. Both quantitative and subjective evidence suggest
that the total effort has been positive. In addition to i!cknowledged a
continuing ffiend of' private education, the Foundatio,. nas received commendation
for its planning process, and in particular, for creating the program in response to
needs identified by the college presidents. Positive outcomes have also been
documented in the results of the funded pro.jects. Six of them, in fact, comprise the
substance of this documert. Prepared bv the projects' leaders and close associates,
t hes des( ribe the actual experiences of private colleges attempting to meet their
educational objectives and to deal with inhibiting fOrces.
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We believe that the Independent College Program has helped stinrilate
heightened sensitivity to the t omplex relationship between the quality if edttci;ion
and its cost. Economic questions have become even more insistent in the alive years
since the program %vas establishcd; that, too, has deepened the colleges continual
concerti for quality, Tliose in the Foundation's region are coping with the new
demographic, social and emnonlic realities with an unevenness of understanding
and a variation in approach representative of- educational institiMons ac.oss the
country. They are coping, however. Hopefully, new institutional plans Enr
mobilization such as those tuxierwritten in the Foundation's Program will help them
fulfill their educational missions.

Foget her with the introduct, .y comments on marketing and retention, we
believe the six experiences described in this publication demonstrate that process.
They are reported here in the hope that they might stimulate the .,hini.ing of-college
admini,.tratotti, ,aculty members and trustees, One of the Foundition's purposes :in
Creating the Independent Colk.ge Program will have been accomplished if people
concerned with improving independent post-secondary education benefit not only
from having a Foundation-supported program but also from learning about other
projects.

We arc. grateful to pi .)ject leaders who will have made this learning possible by
analyzing the six experiences documented here. We are also indebted to Ivan J.
Falls, Ph.D., of Research Co-ndinators, St. Paul, who offered editing assistance and
conducted the interviews wh ch serve as the basis for the introductory chapter. He
spoke with two national leadt rs in the respective areas of marketing and admissions

Philip Kotler, I larold T. NIartin Professor of Marketing at Northwestern
University in Evanston, Illinois; and Fred. A. Hargadon, Dean of Admissions at
Stanford Universitv, Palo Alto, California. Their insights into the project papers and
their of tering of a general context in which to view them form the basis of the
introductory chapter. which was written by Mary Lundblad, Mary Hayden and Mary
Hill, all of Macalester College.

lhe members of the Independent C:ollege Program Advisory C'ommittee have
influenced to is publication by identifying promising proposals. Dr. Edward A.
Lindell, President or Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, Minnesota; Dr. Manning
A. Pattillo, Jr., Pre.sident of Oglethorpe UniversityAtlanto. Georgia; Sister Joel
Read, President of Alverno College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; and Dr. Stephen J.
Wright, Vice President of the. College Ennance Examination Board, New York
City have evidenced a superior degree of- commitment in this process. To them we
express our 5111Ccre gratitude. At this tune we also extend a welcome to the
educators who will from this time serve as an Advisory Committee for the Program's
second stage. They include Dr, Paul Dressel, Assistant Provost and. Director of
Institutional Research, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan; Dr,
Chocks J. Ping, President of Ohio University, Athens, Ohio; and Dr. Marion 1.. Shane,
President. Mercyherst College, Erie, Pennsylvania.

Fic.oliv. die Foundation is gratelnl to its Directors, whose authotization and
encouragement creaied the Independent College Program in the first place.
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When a college enrolls new students, it provides for its own regeneration. When
it meets those students' educational needs, it accomplishes its purpose.

The complex proce5ses involved in attracting and maintaining student
enrollments thus are crucial to a college's well-being. It is for that reason that
marketing and retention were considered worthy areas of endeavor for Northwest
Area Foundation's Independent College Program. However, while they are
legitimate ,:oncerns for most small independent colleges today and will likely become
even more important if predicted demographic trends prove reliable, solutions to
problems in these arras will not provide colleges with a panacea for financial ills.
"Marketing and rc. ion are only two points in a constellation of factors, all inter-
related, which affect an institution," says Fred Hargadon, Dean of Admissions at
Stanford. "They may not even be the most important points in a given school, and
may, in the ways they are resolved, tend to cover up other areas needing scrutiny."'

What is this constellation of factors?
The answer to this question, of course, varies from campus to campus, and

virtually every reader could add to the list which follows.2 However, it should provide
a sense of the complex forces with which a college must deal today:

zero enrollment growth within a decade
concomitant zero growth in the demand for faculty, with the result being a higher

tenure ratio and fewer promotions of younger teachers
the failure of faculty salaries to keep pace with cost of living increases
the introduction of collective bargaining in education
a decreasing percentage of the Gross National Product being spent on higher

education
dwindling amounts of federal research and construction fund support
increases in construction and maintenance costs
technological change requiring colleges to buy expensive corrr ,-crs, microscopes,

and other kinds of equipment necessary to prepare people fo' effective careers in
growing industries

the general proliferation of knowledge, necessitating acquisition of greater
numbers of 000ks, journals, and other resources

programs whose multiplication during the 1960's was virtually unbounded
draining the budgets of many institutions and serving many fewe: students than
they were designed to accommodate

a growing need to provide more financial aid to students
the value of a college education itself being questioned as other options for

post-secondary training become available

Because each college must consider all factors which affect it when determining
how to use existing resources better, any discussion of marketing and retention must
be placed in the framework of institutional planning.

What is involved in institutional planning?
It is not the purpose of this introduction to cr,i1 with ihe complicated subject of

institutional planning. The authors instead refer lt,, rcuder to L. Richard Meeth's
concise study of the subject, Quality Education for Less Money,where planning is
discussed incisivelv and in detail. However, several of his points might sketch a
framework in which to view the six discussions which comprise this publication.

Meeth identifies seven components in a college's structure: college philosophy,
structural organization, facilities, faculty, curriculum, finances, and students. All
must be taken into account in institutional planning. Tile plan itself, Ile says, "must
be for continuous change structured so that each V ear it can be reviewed by the
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faculty and administration and revised or restructured in light of new evidence."'
As critical as institutional planning is to a college's survival, "only a very small

portion, perhaps 20 percent of America's private colleges, have effectively deve!oped
a plan based on sound data about themselves and their setting, which is revised at
least annually and upon which the institution's leadership acts daily,"4 notes Meeth:

Why isn't more being done? Among other reasons, he cites the fact that the path
to management is still . . . "up through the ranks. Being a good teacher has been
the primary criterion for being a good manager a paradox that cheats students of
good teaching and good management in their colleges." 5

"Virtually no college administrator, until very recent years at least, has been
taught or prepared professionally to undertake the planning task. We have not
learned the skills or the strategies of planning. In short, people in colleges have not
known how to get from here to there."6

Although cautious in predicting a general change in this pattern, Meeth is
nevertheless more optimistic for the future in concluding, "Perhaps fear (of
planning) is overcome when survival is clearly at stake." 7

Few college administrators would disagree that survival is now clearly at stake
for many small institutions, particularly survival that makes a significant contribw 'on
to higher education. If planning is in fact the key to survival, then perhaps more
colleges will turn to it systematically.

Institutional planning involves resourcefulness all the time and expediency
sometimes, in addition to a willingness to welcome challenges and endure unwanted
pain. For some colleges, the process is exhilarating; for most, however, it is
frightening.

Regardless of the difficulties which may ensue, institutional planning presents
college administrators with the opportunity to choose among various alternatives for
future action rather than having to cope with one crisis after another. It gives them
all possible contiol over their situations choice rather than chance.
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Marketing
It is in the context of" this kind of thoughtful decision-making for the totality of'

an organization that the particular area of marketing a college image should be
viewed.

Mans. caution against using the word "marketing" with educators, who may feel
that such "commercial" approach can't possibly describe the lofty process of
attractin students to such cloistered settings.

However, as Leonard Berry of Virginia Commonwealth University has stated:
. . . All organizations in society, whether business or nonbusiness in nature,
offer some kind of produc-t to some kind of consumer and, more or less, use
marketing :ictivities to further consumer acceptance. The product may be an
idea, such aN how to stop ,:moking; or a person. such as a political candidate; but
it is nonetheless a prochtct being offered to the market. . . In short, no
organization, whether it be business o nonbusincss, can avoid marketing. The
choice is whether to do it well or poorly."

As colleges plan for survival and evaluate their means of" presenting themselves
to the puhlic, it would therefore behmive them to confront the reality of marketing.
Pacific Luther:- University, Carleton College, and the Minnesota Private College
Council did in the projects described in the chapters that f011ow this introduction.
Their experiences substantiate views held by twt educators who have successfully
combined marketing and education for a number of years Philip Kotler, Harokl
T. Martin Professor of" Marketing at Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois;
and Fred Hargadon, Dean of Admissions at Stanford University, Palo Alto, California.

Hargadon feels that using mirketing techniques in defining and reaching one's
market is essential, although he admits that marketing a college dif fers from
marketing a tangible product. "College is a one-time investment. A big commitment,-
he says. -It is not like turning from Ford to (Thevy the next time you buy. It is here
that product analogs' breaks down.

Floe s'alue of this (the college) depends as much on the way it's used by the
purchaser as the way it's packaged by the seller,- he continues. -Th,.!rein lies the
difference. It's a pt-oduct that in its usage gains its value." He therehn-e believei it
vital that colleges adequately inform students about their schools, reduce the
expectations of students to attainable proporions. and truly assist students in
making wise choices about college.

There appear to be three basic components in this marketing of higher
educi-tion: research, strategy and comminication.9

Research involves discovering what people think of a given school and then
developing a profile of" the type of person who would be likely to enroll.

Such an analysis of the potential student is necessary before a recruitment
strategy can be developed, because that plan should answer the question: how can we
(-contact the largest number of potential applicants in the most effective manner? If no
research has been conducted, a school has only a vague notion of who its probable
enrollees might be; t:tis, of course, leaves success in recruiting to chance.

Deciding on the type of" cmnmanicalions to be used in recruitment is thus
dependent on a college's strategy, which is, in turn, based on research.
Communications should include not only the admissicms office personnel, but also
students, faculty, and alumni, all publications, and in general, any segment of the
college with which potential students might have contact.

What follows is not a manual for irk ling one's college; it is simph: a
discussion of major ideas that should be con iidered as a college plans its research,
strategy, and communications for recruiting future students, as they were set
forth by Kotkr and flargadon in elaborating on the results of the Foundation-
funded projects at Pacific Lutheran, Carleton, and The Minnesota Private
College Council.

12
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What is a college's image?
A college's image is pervasive. It can influence marketin; efforts, fund-raising,

press coverage even the degree of faculty and staff satisfactiot, !,..ing associated
with the institution.

What is a college's image% Three different perspectives must be remembered
when a college tries to define itself: a college is what it thinks it is; a college is what it
wishes it were; and a college is what others think it is.

Self-knowledge is essential in planning. Unless one also knows what the public
considers one's linage to be, however, marketing methods may go far astray. At
Pacific Lutheran University, market survey planners cautioned that faculty and
administrators inside the institution were not reliable indicators of how the college is
seen in the marketplace.

Kotler and Hargadon also repeatedly stress the need to (1) study what others
think of one's college; (2) fit those perceptions to the standards the college has set;
and then (3) gear all marketing nw.erials (publications, personal contacts with
prospective students, etc.) toward reinforcing that image. By so doing, one reaffirms
in the minds of prospective students (and donors) that they are making the right
choice.

One's image alone !hay stimulate inquiries about a school, and subsequently,
materials and personal contacts may influence students to apply and enroll. Kotler
points out that each reinfOrcement of image builds students' expectations. It is vital,
therefore, to present an accurate image of one's school. "Don't promise what you
can't deliver," he cautions.

The grant-supported studies which f011ow document the fact that a college's
image blurs as geographic distance from it increases. Carleton College of Northfield,
Minnesota, fOr instance, fOund this to be true on the East Coast, and Pacific
Lutheran University verified this phenomenon when comparing Perceptions of
students at neighboring and more distant community colleges.

What happens if one doesn't like the image others hold? Hargadon points out
that it can take up. to 20 years for an institution to change its image. In so doing, a
college may also lose those who were satisfied with what it had been. As a result, he
advises that the best time to experiment with new markets is before one needs to.

What constitutes a college's market?
All schools possess three markets: the primary market, the secondary market and

the test market.
The primary market includes those candidates who are likely to enroll if

admitted. They are considered primary because candidates with similar profiles
judged the school their first choice in the past. The secondary market represents
those candidates who are likely to be accepted but who are more likely to attend
another institution. The test market includes those candidates who have been
encouraged to apply either by alumni or by the institution itself, but who represent a
profile that had not considered the school as a primary or secondary choice in the
past.'"

A prerequisite to sound recruitment planning is the identification of one's
primary market. UnfOrtunately, not enough colleges have recognized this need.

As one analyzes the current admissions scene, it is not an infrequent occurrence
to find small colleges that have confused their primary and secondary and, for that
matter, their test markets. In such a situation, the matriculant yields are difficult to
predict and the viability of the institution is threatened whenever it does not have a
strong primary market in its geographical area. Such a college also is likely to
suffer from a high attrition rate. As a general rule, the primary market does not
exceed a radius of 200 to 500 niiles from the institution. It is easier to attempt to
increase the numbers of students from the primary market than it is from a
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secondary market simply because the rate of return in the primary market is
considerably higher wn related to the cost and effort involved."

Even after a college has correctly identified its primary, secondary and test
markets, Hargadon notes toat college administrtJors must realize that there are
natural and policy limitations on enrollments; that is, it is not possible to get more
students than the market will yield, nor will any college get all of the students that
the market will yield without the college's changing its standards.

What determines a college's yield?
A number of variables affects the :t1d. rate, which refers to the number of

students who actually enroll from anricin the number admitted. To determine the
factors affecting a college's yield hite, a study of current students is helpful. Such a
study can pinpoint where current students are coming from and why they chose the
college.

farleton College felt that a study of students who were admitted but chose not to
come to their school was also helpful. They discovered that in many instances their
school simply didn't fit the needs or desires of these students. Such a study can also
isolate weaknesses in recruiting some of which might not be in the admissions
office. As Hargadon points out, success in recruiting can be measured by a less than
perfect yield, since such a result indicates that applications are coming from students
of high enough quality to command a number of choices.

Another factor affecting a collegf:'s yield rate may be the attitudes of current
students. Kotler points out that every institution should audit current students to
assure that they are really receiving the quality for which they are paying. Since
current students come in contact with many prospective students, the college image
they present can greatly affect total yield in recruiting.

Kotler also notes how "little" things can affect the recruiting process and thus,
the yield. Many colleges appear so similar that an unlikely factor may be crucial in
determining a student's final choice. Personal attention paid the student through
one more phone call; contacts by alumni or current students; a particularly effective
viewbook; a letter from the President to accepted students any of these and
many more possibilities could determine the decision of a prospective student.

In recruiting students, there is a group other than potential students who also
should be considered: the parents. Doing one's homework with parents may
improve a college's yield as well. Hargadon's school chose, for example, to include
parents in the decision-making process. A letter was sent to parents of prospective
students which presupposed questions they might have and provided answers.
Simply keeping parents abreast of happenings on campus can make them feel
involved.

What about ethics and cost-effectiveness?
Some schools deliberately grab the interest of a large number of students to

generate a comparable number of inquiries. Each inquir; mast be processed,
applications may result, and the;;e colleges may be fm -cn to reject many of the
applicants, however.

There are thus two items to be considered in such a mass approach: ethics and
cost-effectiveness. From the student's point of view, is the college doing a disservice
to the many in whom it has generated interest, built hopes and then offered only
disappointment? From the college's viewpoint, has the handling of so many inquiries
and applications which are eventually rejected reached the point of diminishing
returns? In considering both questions, a careful identification of the school's
primary and secondary markets would have been profitable.

17
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What do students expect of a college?
Usually, students expect too much.
Even if a college has been extremely careful in presenting an accurate picture of

itself to prospective students, many freshmen arrive with expectations which no one
college could fulfill, says Hargadon. He reminds us that choosing a college is a lot
like choosing a marriage partner; what fills one's needs at 18 might not at 25.

Hargadon Itii-ther believes that as coll.-ges sell themselves to prospective
students so also niust they be candid in what they cannot do for students. He
urges that catalogs and other materials include statements from upperclassmen
regarding what they expected when they came, how well those expectations have
been met and how their expectations changed during the time they were there..He
counsels that a college should not be afraid to include some negative comments;
such comments can increase a college's credibility.

It is also important to find out what students want from their expensive
four-year experiment in college. A questiotmaire sent to in-coming freshmen before
their arrival might ask such questions as: what would you like to do here, how would
you like to grow, and what would you like a faculty advisor to be? Knowing what
students want from a college cm help the school meet some of those expectations.

The Minnesota Private College Council's Survey of Seniors study pointed up the
fact that what students ay they are concerned about may not be what they really are
concerned about. As Hargadon says, "The nexus at which these decisions are being
made, both by the colleges to admit and the students to go to college, is unfortunately
not a tirn.; at which all decisions are clear cut. There is a risk element . . . not only for
the college, but also for the student. What one does i., to try to minimize the risks."

1 8
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Retelition
Assume, in a flight of fancy, that a college has done everything right chosen

its market well, presented itself accurately, reduced to practical proportions the
expectations of its students. The freshman class has arrived, and its size is sufficient
to balance the budget for the fall term.

But how about the spring terni and succeeding years?
Retention, or keeping a large enough number of students on campus through

graduation to make it economically feasible to operate the college, has presented a
very real problem for virtually every independent college.

Some colleges have come to grips with this problem and are maintaining the
balance they need at present. Others have bemoaned their attrition ra(es, replaced
their admissions directors, and buried their heads in the sand to avoid dealing with
the real pmblem; that is, why are students leaving?

Admiision is not retention. Simply getting students on the campus fr.,r their
first senie::!er does not assure their remaining through graduation. As Kotler points
out, there ace two separate, but inter-related, functions involved: generating the clients
(admissions), and sa n g tb. ..lients (retention). He states that retention is not an
admission.s problem (although admissio.,s actions may feed into reteition) and that
the number of students a college retains through graduation may affect its
admission.s efforts.

If retention is not the problem of" the admissions department, whose problem is
it?

Kotler and Hargadon agree that it is everyone's problem; it belongs to the entire
college community. However, to say that a problem belongs to everyone is to say
that it belongs to no one, unless a college works to forestall that possibility. A number
of specific suggestions on how to do so are available both from projects underwritten
in the Independent College Program and from Hargadon and Kotler.

No college is going to have a 100 percent retention rate, they warn. Too many
human factors enter into mtidents staying or leaving college to permit all who
come to stay. With that in mind, however, measures can be taken.

Work with the possible
The first task is to determine what a college's normal retention rate should be to

maintain its operations. An examination of records from the Admissions, Registrar's,
and Dean of Students' offices would give one this information and reveal at what
points (luring the academic year attrition increases and dec.:eases. With this factual
base, phms can be formulated fo- maintenance or improwtnnent of the retention
rate.

As these plans are being made, there are several factual variables which will
CMile into play, says Hargadon. These might include; whether a college admits
exit-prom; students; where its students live; and what their intentions are when they
come to die institution.

t-xit-prone student is one whose profile would indicate limited likelihood of
persistelice to graduation. If circumstances at a college dictate that exit-prone
students will be tid Tinned, how does it then meet the special challenges these students
will offer?

Whether a college is primarily residential or commuter in nature makes a
difference. Hargadon says studies show that primarily residential campuses have less
attrition than schools with a higher percentage of commuters. This may account in
part for the 88.5 percent retention rate reported in the Gustavus Adolphus study.

Did those students who left intend to stay through graduation when they came?
I ['they planned tom tend for only one or two Years before going on to more specialized
institutions, the,college probably.met their needs in those years. Surveys of students
who leave can help point (Alt their reasons For doing so.
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Such variables can be ascertained easilv as pians for retention re formulated.
Another less easily measured and evaluated variable is perhaps more important:
win do students leave?

The answers to this crucial question must come from the source the students
who have left or who are in the process of leaving. -Fhis can be done in several ways:
surveys, exit interviews, m. a combination of the two.

For those students who have already !eh, a survey would seem most practical for
ascertaining the reasons behind their move. How extensive a sampk population one
needs, of course, is co U rolled by several factors, including how much money one' can
afford to spend on such a survey, and at what point the returns begin to diminish.
Students who have been gone fOr several sumesters may very well have formed
opinions subsequent to leaving that would bliterate the actual reasons which
determined their It a. ing. On the other b ad, a survey of recently withdrawn
students could point our 'iroblem area, attire easily remedied.

The term "exit inte' -iew" can b c as many definitions as there are colleges. In
tl past, the exit intery: all otten consisted of an administrative check-list,
comprised of questions like: Have you returned your dorm key, Are your exit
papers signed, and Have you left a forwarding address to which we may seod any
unpaid bills? In a meaningful exit interview, however, the student will be encouraged
to verbalize his or her specific reasons fOr leaving. Drake, St. John's, and Gustavui
Adolphus all used exit interviews as a key retention strategy.

In na)st cases a withdrawing student will have experienced some conflict
regarding his decision to leave prior to this interview. There will have been stunt
factors that encouraged him to persist and some factors that encouraged him to
withdraw From the college. An ell ective counselor can elicit these reasons. In s,;:r.i!
cases, the counselor's role will be to assure a student that his decision is a wise one. In
instances when the student is leaving the college because of bad campus experiences,
however, the counselor is in a position to take note or the reasons and seek p-medial
action. This action ma% not retain that speific studem, but it might prevent other
students leaving For the sante reason. It should, of course, be noted that the
infOrmation gathered in exit interviews will be of little value if it is not reported to
and used by institutional decision-makers.

During a meaningful exit interview, the counselor may discover that the two
reasons ofien given by. withdrawing students personal and financial really
mean, "I am lonely,- "I don't fit in," "I feel left out,- "the college didn't keep its
promise to me on financial aid.- or "the quality of teaching hasn't met my
expectations For a private college.-

As these kinds of reasons For leaving become apparent, college personnel
discover that cllurrs to combat attrition num be multi-pronged. Retention is integral
to many college departments financial aid, counseling, admissions, administration,
faculty, public affairs. housing, and so on. As 1-largadon and Kotler note, retention is
everyone's problem; it belongs to the entire college community.

Note that student problems affect retention
As one campus newspaper recently pointed out, sto'lents are people too, and

they have problems peculiar to them as a gnat!). Some of the f011owing, For

example, (mild al Vert the student's remaining in school:

I. [la college admits only students from the top third of the high school class, a
third ()Fits Freshmen must suddenly adjust to being in the bottom third of their college
class. What effect %vitt this have on those ttidents% llow can a college help them
adjust?

2. Vhat happens if a number ul students come Front the sante high school
class? Will they maintain the same patterns in college they had in high school? Can a
college expect that some of them will transi er elsewhere simply to get away From the

old gang?
. I 7
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3. / largad m points ..,,,,. that many freshmen really start to think about college
and the various kinds of colleges ufter they arrive on campus. This may confuse
them. They :nay wonder whether they actually made the proper choice, and some
may wish to take time off just to think about college itself.

(When prospective students tell Hargadon that they want to take a year off after
high school to think through the college question, he encourages them to take time
out during college rather than before, so that they at least know what questions
they're trying to answer.)

4. Do students' personal backgrounds make college itself a risk? Hargadon
points out that the riskiest group of students are those who are the first in their
families to attend college, followed by those whose parents didn't go to college, but
whose siblings (lid.

5. some students have academic troubles which will lead to attrition? Do
some academically-troubled students remain at college, and if so, why? Do they find
some degree of recognition or success other than academics? Can a college help
academically-troubled students find enough success in some area to encourage their
persistence to graduation?

6. The "classless college" has become a reality on many campuses, observes
Hargadon. Nowadays it is normal for students to enter a school at many degrees of'
pmgress; advanced placement programs have helped to blur college class lines.

The time spent in college is often telescoPed as well. Some students "stop-out"
during their college years, requiring them to take more time to get a degree; other
students pick up as many courses as possible during an academic year and attend
summer sessions as well in order to complete their degree requirements in less time.
Where, then, is the feeling of cohesiveness among a group of students who just
happened to arrive on a campus at the same time? If a lack of "classmates" is
contributing to a student's feeling of not belonging to a group at a college, does this
too affect retention? If so, what remedial steps can a college take?

This desire to "belong" may well be a major reason some students chose a small
private college.

7. Consider also that colleges may have set the stage for a student to find
another institution or type of training which meets his or her needs. Most colleges
today encourage students to go off-campus for (a) courses at other colleges within
the geographic area; (b) interim terms at distant places; (c) semesters abroad; (d)
internships;_and other programs. All reinforce the feeling that there is no stigma
attached to not beilg on one's original campus for eight consecutive semesters.

8. When a student needs assistance of any kind, does he or she find a
responsive organization ready to help? A college should also ask itself whether
everyone on its campus the president, the dean, the faculty, the registrar, the
cashier, the secretaries, the custodians is willing to help a student in any
reasonable way. Attitudes of college personnel affect retention. At times we il2ed to
be reminded that the college exists because of the students.

Re-sell the customer
A college attracts its students by ,elling them on the idea that it can meet their

needs. The students bought the whole college, not just the football team, although that
may have been the clincher. Therefore, when re-selling them on the college, the entire
campus must be involved. Evely segment of the college must be geared to fulfilling
the reasonable expxtations of the students.

The means of doing this will vary from campus to campus. Drake concentrated
on the use of faculty advisors; St. John's used dorm residents for counseling; and
Gusuivus Adolphus developed its Caegiate Fellows program. Nevertheless, some
plan must exist on all campuses.
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Know students' expectations
In order to meet students' expectations, however, a college must know what they

are. Simple surveys of students can remove the guesswork. Kotler and
Hargadon both point to the value of the Carleton study as investigating not only

the stOck variables but attitudinal variables as well.

Acknowledge students' concerns about careers
Although the Minnesota Survey of Seniors indicates a minimal concern about

careers on the part of the high school students surveyed, Hargadon says his
.xperience would lead him to disagree. He and others in the field believe students
today are concerned about where their liberal arts educations are going to carry them.

Hargadon suggests that open recognition of these concerns by the college
such as establishing a career planning and placement department, arranging for
in-depth internships with various groups. having Aumni counsel students on career
choices and so forth will let the students know that their futures are important to
the college. It might also help cut the number of students who transfer to schools
which the students feel are more career-oriented.

Do not try to prevent all drop-outs
The best way to serve sonic students who want to leave is to encourage them to

do just that. Perhaps the student has wisely investigated other avenues and has
discovered the best way to meet his needs. 1,1'hy should a college argue with this?

There are students who may simply wish to take sonie time off from college
to think, to earn money to continue cheir education, or to cope with personal
problems. For these students, the college can perfOrm a valuable service in helping
them plali the best use of their time away hom campus. An independent study
project could be designed, fin example, or if finances are the problem, a college
might help a student find a job in an area that would reinforce an interest
demonstrated in college. While that student is away from campus, the college should
maintain communications. sending him announcements of activities or special
progran,s, the campus newspaper, and so on. A college should be helpful even to the
custonie :. it is ab ut to lose. When that customer is ready to buy agair, :hat
helpftilr,!ss or disinterest will be remembered.

The college must have some vehicle to determine how it can be of assistance,

however. !fere again, a meaningful exit interview could be the tool. At Gustavus
Adolphus it is virtually impossible for any student to leave the campus in the spring
without the college asking what his plans are fir the coining fall -- re-enrollment,
dropping out, transferring or whatever. Gustavus feels it is important to keep track

of their students and who can argue with an 88.5 percent retention rate?

Summary
The following six papers are reports from five colleges regarding the ways in

which they spent their grants from the Northwest Area Foundation. They illustrate
techniques employed in marketing their colleges and in retaining their students once
they have arrived on campus. The five institutions report candidly on what worked
and what didn't work. Virtually all techniques reported are transferable to other
campuses.

The sixth paper reports the findings of a survey of Minnesota high school students
regarding their perceptions of' liberal arts colleges. Its purpose was to set the stage
for a media campaign to promote the value of liberal arts education and private
institutions.
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We cominend all of the six reports. In a time of increasingly stringent economic
conditions kJ,- %;-oially all small, liberal arts colleges, all possibilities bear exploration.
The studies of marketing and retention must be placed in their proper perspectives.
however. .I.hey are only two aspects of the total problem facing most small liberal
arts colleges today and in the future. The total problem is overall institutional
planning.

If a college doesn't know what it wishes to become within the next three, five or
ten years. that institution may become something clse.
If a college doesn't know what it wishes to be. it can hardly convey an accurate
image of itself to its market. It may therefore create further problems in
admissi(ins and retention.
If a college hasn't established goals. it runs the risk of becoming capricious.
bending to whims.just to attract students to balance the budget.
If a college lacks an over-all institutional plan, it removes itself from the
pissibility of making choiceA for the f uture and leaves itself to chance.
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The market research conducted by Pacific Lutheran University demonstrates the
viability of action research as a mode for university decision-making. The two-year
project, funded by two annual grants from Northwest Area Foundation of St. Paul,
Minnesota, effectively wedded the expertise of theoretical research to the needs of'
practitioners in higher education. A major component of the enterprise was the
application of' marketing thought and research technique referred to as "applied
metamarketing." The study has provided Pacific Lutheran University with a mass of
information about its "product position" relative to seven other four-year colleges
and universities, six community colleges, and two vocational-technological post-
secondary institutions within the "market area" with whom it competes for the
limited educational dollars of prospective "customers," or "purchasers."

Additionally, the market research has provided numerous clues to the kinds of
programmatic innovations which may attract these newly identified markets.

The authors challenge the factually correct but pragmatically inadequate
assumption that colleges fulfill .inarily social service functions. The reader is instead

.,couraged to yiew higher education as a "declining industry" in a highly competitive
.aketplace where it competes with other vendors of "educational products."

Viewing it thus, educational planners should place increasing emphasis on the
needs and wants of' potential markth and less on products developed on the basis of'
what certain administrators or faculty think will sell or be worthwhile in the
marketplace.

By 1973 Pacific Lutheran University, with some 2,500 full-time students, had
reached a nearly stable enrollment. The frightening decline in enrollment which in
the early 1970's threatened several neighboring competitors, both public and private,
did not occur at PLU. Its major marketing constituency of Lutheran families*
continued to supply adequate numbers of qualified freshmen in response to lively
traditional recruiting methods. At the same time, recruitment of increasing numbers
of transfer students, facilitated by the appointment ofa transfer,coordinator, successfully
compensated for slightly declining numbers of entering freshmen.

Anticipating a delayed reaction effect, however, the Administration of PLU faced
the indisputable evidence that the potential recruitment pool of traditional 18-22 year
olds was shrinking on two fronts; total numbers of available freshmen will start to
decline by 1980; and no longer propelled by the draft into college, increasing
numbers of 18-year olds will defer making an "educational purchase" in the higher
education marketplace ("while I get my head together").

Sparked by the then-Vice President for Development, and encouraged by an
invitation from Northwest Area Foundation's Admissions and Retention Program, the
Administration looked in two new directions toward potential new markets among
adults, singles, senior citizens, and military retirees on the one hand, and toward the
numerous vacant desks in upper division classes and the unoccupied buildings on
weekends and in the evenings on the other.

A proposal for undertaking a feasibility study of potential new markets was
submitted to the Foundation. The general goals of the proposal were: to increase
physical plant and institutional efficiency and utilization; and to investigate the
possibilities of hroadening the base of student appeal through such innovative
programs as a weekend college.

*Over one-half, 53.5g. of its student body identify themselves as "Lutheran:*
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When the three metnbers of the project staff* began work, a document was
developcd setting forth the rationale for the study titled "Applied Metamarketing and
Pacific Lutheran University." The objectives of the initial feasibility study were
articulated in greater detail as follows:

The central goal of this feasibility study is to continue to increase total
revenues of the University with only marginal increases in costs. This may be
achieved if new programs can be developed which increase both faculty and
physical plant utilization during the 12-month calendar year. Programs
will be investigated that may lead to significant increases in utilization on a
profitable basis. In so doing, peak and off-peak periods will be carefully
explored with respect to demands in the marketplace. In marketing
literature, this is referred to as synchro-marketing. It should aist be noted
that increased utilization may be achieved through greater use of off-
peak periods and continuing to "overload" the current peaks. In
either case, the marketplace is the guideline not the empty buildings. (Italics
added.)

The major limitations upon proposals to broaden program offerings will
be the cost-revenuc rt.-.1ationshi-ls with respect to the University's total
program. Other evaluative crit ia will be the consistency of the program
with PLU's goals and desired market identification and the extent to which
the program would dilute current normal revenues (i.e., a full-time student
paying regular full tuition). (1)

Robert R. N.1 en/el. Dire( no of the Center hit Ifinnan Organization at PLC, Douglas V. Leister, then
Assistant Professor of Marketing in the School of Business at P11'. ;Ind Jane A. Shanaman, Research
Associate.
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Action research methodology
The two-year project employed an action research methodology, with the Project

Director and the Researc Associate serving as "linkers" between theoreticians and
researchers of marketing and practitioners of higher education. Figure I following
demonstrates the model which was used.

Figure I
An action research model*

CLIENT:
Pacific

Lutheran
University

Marketing
Fheory
and

Research

RESOURCE WORLD LINKING FUNCTION APPLIED WORLD
Theoretical Practical

*Adapted froin Ronald G. Havelock, The Change Agent's Guide to Innovation in Education.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ., 1973. Pg. 18,

According to theorists, action (or cooperative) research is the collaboration of
researcher and practitioner in the diagnosis, evaluation and solution of problems
and needs in the practice setting. (2) As described by the initial writer on the subject,
Stephen Corey, action research means research done by practitioners for themselves
to solve problems in their home setting. (3)

In the case of this project, the "practitioners" in higher education were the
administrators and faculty at PLU, while the theoretician/researchers, particularly
for the market research aspects of the project, were Douglas V. Leister, Assistant
Professor of Marketing at PLU, assisted by student assistant Robert A. Clarke, Jr.,
and Douglas L. Mac Lachlan, Associate Professor of Marketing in the Graduate
School of Business Administration at the University of Washington. In an action
research project, the linker role, (carried out by Robert Menzel and Jane Shanaman)
is not only helpful in creating a healthy, functioning liaison between theorist and
"client" at all stages of the project; it becomes essential when research conclusions
must be translated into inferences and implications for program planning, and
during the implementation stage of the project.

This is an effort to present the findings of a sophisticated marketing procedure
which 1) reveals the nature of Padfic Lutheran University as perceived by two
significant markets; and 2) reports the preferences of these populations for the
institutions in the marketplace. Titled The Market Research/Innovative Program Study, it
encompasses two consecutive project years fUnded by separate grants from the
Northwest Area Foundation. The first year (1973-1974) focused on potential new
adult markets, while the second year (1974-1975) concentrated on potential
community college transfer students.

The two-vear study also makes specific marketing recommendations to the
Administration. The methods utilized in the latter phases of f011ow-up research and
program design will be described briefly. However, the major emphasis of this
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chapter will be on the market research methodology, which is virtually unique in its
application to higher education.

The two-year project may be viewed as a pair of pairs. Each year's phase
contained a market research component and a marketing plan component.
Phase I 1973-1974: Researching potential new markets

A. The market research component: The market research consultants, aware of
the limitations of traditional marketing research methodologies based on
demographic studies, adopted an approach labelled attitude or image research,
employing the relatively recent techniques of multidimensional scaling (MDS) and
multidimensional unfolding (MDU). Both require sophisticated computer
technology. The process will be partially described in the following sections of this
chapter. More detailed descriptions are noted in the references to this work.

This component of the research yielded a number of specific conclusions
regarding the market position of PLU in relation to eleven other competing
post-secondary institutions, and provided useful data regarding the perceptions and
preferences of target populations for PLU as well as the othee institutions included
in the study. This data also yielded clues regarding the potential response of certain
heretofore underdeveloped markets, e.g., suburban and city upper-middle-class
adult women.

B. The program-innovation and planning component; After the perception-
preference data were analyzed, the staff carried on further more traditional research
to develop a number of options for innovative programs consistent with the
current "product position" of PLU. This is now professionally referred to as
"institutional positioning." (4) Literature search, correspondence and personal
contact with resources in higher education (both at PLU and elsewhere) yielded
a list of' program suggestions which were further explored. Market samplings
of potential "purchasers" were taken by mailed questionnaire and by the marketing
research technique of focuse,! group interviews. Additionally, research data gathered
by other branches of the University were analyzed and integrated into the findings.*

Resuits of the market research and follow-up studies were: 1) a differentiated
marketing plan, projected as a three-year demonstration market test, developed to
increase the number of female adult students, and titled Adult College Entry (ACE)
Program; 2) a proposal developed and submitted to the federal government for
funding a program of Cooperative Education; 3) a recommendation for further
study of an Early College option with guidelines; 4) a Derivation Conference
for representatives of the College of Arts and Sciences, out of which emerged a
proposal f'or interdisciplinary studies in the Liberal Arts subsequently funded by the
National Endowment for the Humanities; and 5) recommendations for further market
research among community college transfer markets and for some immediate
actions to improve the image of community college faculty and students among PLU
faculty.

Phase II 1974-1975: Researching potential new markets
A. The market research component of the second phase, also funded by the

Northwest Area Foundation, utilized the same methodology and procedures to
define the institutional positions of PLU and seven of its major four-year
compedtors for the educational dollar in western Washington, and to discover the
perceptions and preferences of potential transfer students from six area community

*A ctuuprehensive survey from the Student Life Office and an institutional pi:11s survey by a consulting
firm pnwidecl clata regarding iatitudes of current students, parents and other PLU constituencies.
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colleges. The research data indicated that community college transfers to
four-year institutions are more interested in acati.,!mic quality, variety of course
offerings, tuition costs, and personal attention from faculty; less interested in
friendliness on campus, nearness to the individual, and size; and least interested in
social life and religious life on campus.

B. The program innovation and planning component: The research consultant
and the Project Director prepared recommendations for development of a new
marketing plan for the potential community college transfer market. Included in
these recommendations were such components as: consistent promotion around an
appropriate theme, a faculty-to-faculty exchange program, a two-year tuition cost
plan, and establishment of one or more 800 WATS telephone lines to receive
incoming calls from prospective transfer students.
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Market research framework
Research for the purpose of new program development in higher education has

traditionally relied on the concepts and needs of the supplier or upon demographic
analysis and description of the proposed clientele. For example, faculty committees
and department heads frequently define curricular changes based on professional
standards or individual interests rather than on changing student desiR-s or
educational needs of new clienteles. Indicators of reactions to this
"production-oriented" approach are the cry fin- "relevancy" in the 60's and the
student demand for "career-related" education in the 70's. Current literature is replete
with documentation of these effects on higher education, and few institutions have
remained unchanged by the impact of their changing "markets."

Most admissions officers continue to devote the major portion of' their thne to
the long familiar practice of visiting high schools, an age-focused approach to
recruiting at a time when community colleges have proliferated, high school
graduates delay college entrance, and national trends reflect growing diversity in
student populations and educational options. This rapid change in both clientele and
competition in the marketplace of higher education calls for an analysis of neW
markets that extends beyond demographic descriptions of new student populations
and/or competitiors. To know the age or sex of potential new student clienteles
reveals little about their needs, abilities, and goals. In fact, such traditional
demographic information can be very misleading to educational planners.

The analysis of new student populations for higher educational institutions is
aided by the application of "metamarketing," a recent developmern in marketing
theory. Describing the concept, Leister has written:

An early expansion of these (marketing) concepts has been the viewing of
virtually any "exchange process" which requires management as a
marketing problem in which the thing exchanged can be considered a
"product." (7) This conceptual view is referred to as "metamarketing" and has
its roots in accumulated theory in the marketing of business products. For
example, metamarketing would consider institutionalized religion (i.e.,
formal, public, sanctioned services) as a "product" with marketing
implications.(5)

Leister points out that, along with profit-making businesses, colleges experience such
marketing problems as distribution, product design, pricing and promotion.
Accordingly, the principles of' marketing can be applied to the exchange process in
which students purchase courses and credits, which can be considered "products."

Applied metamarketing in the industry of higher education calls for market
analysis and market research approaches that go beyond quantitative or
demographic means. Understanding the way in which potential clienteles perceive
the institutions competing for purchasers' dollars can yield more usable
information for program development than traditional demographic analysis of
the marketplace.

l'he perception, that potential customers have of post-secondary institutions are
more reliable indicators of educational choices than are such demographic
characteristics as age, sex, and socio-economic status. For example, a prospective
adult student's perception of the academic quality of' a private lifieral arts college (in
o)ntrast to a comm(rnity college) will be more significant in her choice of a
classroom in which to take a literature course than will her age, sex or income.

The aggregate body of' characteristics attached psychologically by consumers to
objects in the marketplace, such as products. brands, and companies, has long been
called "image" by profit-making businesses. One writer has referred to the concept
of- image as "the total ,,et of attitudes, halo of psychologkal meaning, the association
of feelings, the indelibly written messages over mid above bare physical
qualities, . . (10) Similarly, educational institutions can be regarded as stimuli
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possessing an aggregate body of characteristics to which consumers respond.
Educational institutions possess such images, (6)

In order to understand the images Of institutions in the marketplace as
perceived by individuals, an aggregate measure that summarizes individual attitudes
is needed. A number of alternatives exist for measuring the perceptions and
evaluations of individuals of most products or objects: these methods are generally
referred to as attitude nwasurenwnts.

Products, companies and institutions possess images, not in a vacuum, but in
relation to the images of similar objects. Within a subset of generic type these
images are perceived h consumers in relation to each other. For example,
cornflakes are perceived by consumers in relation to branflakes, sugar pops or other
cereals and are evaluated in relation to these competitors according to such
criteria as nutritional value, price, taste, etc. Sitnilarly, the images of
post-secondary institutions are related to one another and ranked on the basis of
several criteria in the minds of consumers. This concept of the interrelatedness of
product images is called product positioning in marketing theory. Understanding the
position of a product or institution in relation to its competitors provides important
clues for product design, pricing policies, and general marketability. In the context
of' postsecon(lary educational institutions, this conceptual framework is referred to as
institutional positioning. (4,5,6)

Once a product position or image placement relative to competitors is known,
three options are open to management. They may 1) strengthen the position by
intro(lucing only that information or new products that are consistent with the
current position: 2) attempt to place the product in a new position; or 3) attempt tor
introduce new criteria for product evaluation and thereby effect a repositioning of
product (4). The latter two alternatives require major marketing efforts and
expenditure of significant amounts of time and money.

In order to collect data that reveal placement of a product relative to other
products, the perceptions of individuals are measured. The concept of perception is
based on the postulation that individuals can perceive objects along a continuum and
related to one another, but without judgment as to their relative desirability. The
evaluation of these stimuli occurs when the individual perceives the objects in
relation to himself or others. A preference for one object over another is asserted when
the individual ranks several stimuli (in this case, educational institutions) with respect
to an attribute or criterion which he or she considers important.

Perceptual measurement results in displaying the placement of products relative
to each other in the minds of consumers. The added dimension of preference
interprets product positions and the desirability of any one product's locus in the
minds of consumers. Defining the ci teria used to make preference choices
contributes to marketing decisions to strengthen a product position or to reposition a
product.

The twin techniques of nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) and
multidimensional unfolding (MDU) were employed by this study to measure
perceptions and preferences respectively. MDS, pioneered by Shepard ( I) requires
only rank-ordered information f Tom respondents, but allows for the construction of'
metric psychological distances between and among the stimuli. It further facilitates
the measurement of complex image constructs in which all of the significant
attributes or variables may not be known.

The preselection of criteria for image comparron by respondents is not
required by MDS. These factors were particularly important to this study in view of
the fact that institutional images of postsecondary educioional institutions have not
been the subject of' previous research or management discussion in higher
education.
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Respmdents were asked to rank each of the pairs of institutions 00 tl:e basis of
very similar (I) to vet V (Iissimilar 01), as in Figure 2. Then avt..rage dissimilarity

Figare 2

Paired comparisons of institutions of higher learning in Washington

Very
Similar

Very
Dissimilar Column

High line CC F. Stedacoom CC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 09
Tacoma CC High line CC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10
Pac Lutheran Univ Knapp Business C. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11

Central Wash S. C. Univ Washington 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 12
Evergreen S. C. Clover Park Voc-Tec 1 .) 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 13

St. Martin's Pac Lutheran Unv 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 14
Univ Puget Sound Seattle L: iversity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 15
Central Wash S. C. St. Martini's 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 16
Knapp Business C. Univ Puget Sound I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 17
Pac Lutheran Univ Univ Washington 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 18

Hereafter followed all possible pairings for the :\velvE institutions.

On the same questionnaire importance data w.s gathered with the following scale:

Please rank each of the following factGrs in terms o' its relative importance in your judging
the similarity or dissimilarity of the pairs of schools in Section 1 above.

Not Very
School's Characterist;c "..nportIrt Important Column
Size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 75

Nearness to you 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 76
Academic Quality 1 2

-, 4 5 6 7 8 9 77
Tuition Cost 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 78
Personal Safety Near Campus I 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 79
Variety of Course Offerings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 80

ratings of pairs (called "dissimi irity rut;ngs" because higher numerical values aie
attaclwd to objects that are more dissimi!all can be ranked from the most similar to
the least similar pair. These rankings fed into the TORSCA-8 computer routine
resulted in a graphic display of the relative positioning of the included educational
institutions. The graphic display represents as closely as possible the ranked pairing
of institutions.
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Table One below presents the 12 carefully selected postsecondary
educational institutions included in this positioning study.

Table 1

Postsecondary institutions in Washington in positioning study

University of' Washington (UW), largest graduate State university in
Washington

Evergreen State College (ESC), four-year State college
Central Washington State College (CWSC), fOur-year State college
Tacoma Community College (TCC), nearby community college
Ft. Steilacoom Community College (FSCC), nearby community college
High line Community College (HCC), comnnmity college
Pacific Lutheran University (PLU), private four-year institution
University of Puget Sound (UPS), private four-year institution

, St. Martin's College (SM), private four-year institution
Seattle University (SU), private four-year institution
Uover Park Vocational-Technical School (CPV-T), extensive adult

vocational technical program and evening enrichment program
Knapp Business College (KBC), downtown secretarial business school

3 5
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. Figure 3 below presents the two-dimensional solution for the (iissitnilarities data
as processed by the 11()RSCA-8 computer routine..Alt hough Ow configuration can be
displayed ill one, two or three dimensions, two dimensions (all be graphed Iwst.

4.

-KB(

Figure 3

MDS two-dimensional perceptual map
Institutions of higher learning, western Washington state
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Although horizontal and vertical orthogonal axes are commonly drawn
arbitrarily through the configuration oi points by the computer rifiltines, it is the
relative positioning of the points (institutions) that is important. The axes may be
rotated without changing the relative positioning of. the points. MDS displays the
conceptual field and relationships of stimuli, in this case post-secondary institutions,
for general understanding 01 the clustering of, and distances between, institutions.
For example, on the per«Tttial map reflecting the viewpoints of the students and
faculty at PIT (See Figure 3) Evergreen State (:ollege (ES( ) is shown to be classed
by itself: the community colleges are grouped with little distinction between them;
the vocational schook cluster :it one extn.ine: PILL* is associated %yith two Other
private uniersities of similar size: and the University of. \Vashington is in a (ip.ss
itself .
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() 11 the ollwr 11.1n(l, NI 1)S floes not provide data to explain the displayed
positioning of instinitional images, and does not set forth either riteria used 1M
comparison of the icspet lit. institutions, Or I hies as to the desirability Of all\ (111r
111SIII1111)11S pflti111011, Iii fader If) (1C\1101) tille11 1111(11)11'lly( data, a SC(.011(1
(111(S(11)1111111t 1VIS ilf111111111fTtd SV1111111(' 1.1151, technique of multidimensional
unfolding (NII)l') was employed to develop the attribute/preference data iitlessan
to interpret the relative institutional position,. and to identilN strengths and
weaknesses in flit. 11.1' institutional position. ( 12) The s:itne respondents %Vert asked
to ran each of flit schools as very desirable (1 ) to yen undesirabl( (9) on the basis of

ia selef It'd :is the result of 1 irilot lest (Sec Figule .1).

Figure -1

Criteria significant in similarities ratings*

Nearness to You
Very

Desirable
Very

Undesirable Column
Univ. of Washington 1

)
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 07

Pacific Lutheran U. -1 ') 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 08
F. Steilacoom C. C. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 09
Tacoma C. C. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Knapp Business C. 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11

Central Wash. S. C. 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 12
Seattle University 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 13
Univ. Puget Sound 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 14
St. Martin's 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 15
Clover Park Voc.-Tec 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 16
Evergreen S. C. 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 17
Highline C. C. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 18

Additional attributes listed were : size, quality, low cost, safety, and variety of offerings
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An imaivsis of these preferem cs resulted in a set of average attribute ratings for
each .school tat riult of die following criteria: location, si/e, academic quality, low
cost, safety it1(1 variety of Of ferings. Respondents were .115o asked to rate these
preselected criteria as not important (I) to important (9) in their judgments
regarding the similaritv/dissimilaritv of the 12 post-secondary institutions. Table
2 below presents these average ratings for each of the educational institutions for
each of the aggregated sets of sub-samples,

Table 2

Average attribute ratings"

Near
ness

Integrated

SI/I

Internal

Quality

Sat nple IN 971 Integrated External Sample (N=134)

Low
Cost Safety

Otter.
ings

Near.
ness Size Quality

Low
Cost Safety

Offer.
ings

OW 4.61 6.51 309 342 5.88 1.72 37.3 5.43 2.27 3.92 4.73 1.46

1'111 2.29 2.10 2.17 6.24 3.06 .356 3.37 2.97 2.70 5.87 2.96 2.73

f SCC 4.24 4.41 S.% 2. ili 4.10 9.59 4.38 4.02 5.06 2.88 4,04 4.91

ICC 4.06 4.17 5.12 2.41 4.57 5.25 3.72 3.71 4.70 2.74 3.91 4.73

KM 5.18 4.75 5.91 4,29 4.91 6.37 4.44 4.69 5.39 4.53 4.68 6.24

CWS( 6.14 4.99 4.88 .1.35 1.93 1.82 6.98 4.33 4.33 3.81 3.62 3.98

SU 5. I 1 i 31 320 6.04 5.39 1.77 4.93 3.55 3.52 6.06 4.77 3.63

UPS 1.54 2.58 1.19 1).52 3.72 3.54 3.11 2.82 2.80 6.21 3.08 2.77

SM 4,911 3.66 4.16 1.'47 3.60 4.62 5.17 3.94 4.49 5.46 3.63 4.57

(' l'' I 4.41 4.4)1 5.88 3.51 4.55 5.86 4.37 4.27 4.97 3.27 4.19 5.08

t SC 5.17 4.21 5.63 1.1)11 4.19 5.26 5.51 4.29 4.85 4.03 4.18 4.46

fICC 5.59 4.52 1.70 2. 19 4.44 5.25 4,80 4.24 4.113 2.83 4.06 4.66

Minor* 2.91 5.91 7.61 4.07 2.86 6.319 3.12 4.68 7.84 4.40 3.17 7.70

Corr: .551 .694 .934 .721) .450 .918 ..392 .490 .948 .600 .239 .976

"Scale: I - "very desirable" to 9 "very undesirable."
"Average importance ratings for th( attributes: 1 - "not important" to 9 - "very important."
'Spearman correlation of average attribute rankings with PREFMAP vector solution.

These average attribute ratings provide particularly usable information For
decision-making. In the first place, they indicate which qualities are regarded as
most important to respondents in a given market segment in viewing post-secondary
institutions in their region. In Table Two, the sampled community groups regard
academic quality and variety of of ferings as much more important (7.84 and 7.70
on nine-point scal(2s) than location or campus safety (3.12 and 3.17). These attributes
are also seen as far more important even than cost (4.40); perceptions also correspond
with the facts. a.s the relatively slight differences in tuition costs at PLU and UPS
are reflected in the 6.21 rating for UPS against a 5.87 for FLU.

The decision-ntaking value of these data is readily apparent. For example,
altIr.iugh the cost of tuition at PLU and UPS is relatively higher than the other
institutions. decision-ma', mav make some decisions based on the lesser

importance of cost and o icli higher importance of academic quality and variety
of of ferings in the view of the target market segments.

Further information to guide institutional decision-making was derived from
the average attribute data bv portraying it visually as it is done in Figure 5,
-Perceptual-evaluative space map of" institutional market: integrated external
samples.- Vectors representing the selected attributes are positioned within the
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perucimial sp..ites Ihr various institutions as seen in Figure 3, although here the
integrated external sample data is used. Perpendicular lines drawn from an
institutional point to ;i vector line rank the schook along that vector. To interpret the
vcctor positions the reader may consider, by %vilv exattifik!, the "variety ii
offerings" line, %vitli the arrim point indicating the most desirable direction.
Extending perpendicular lines Iron] cm 11 institution point to the vector, lt \' is secii
bs all samples as being most desirable in terms of variety of offerings, followed in
order bv l'PS and Pl.l. (virtually tied), St', (MSC, SM, ESC, 1 1(:(:, Tc(:, FSCC,
(:PVT, and !slit:. This ranking also corresponds well Nith die ordering of die
avel riiiikings shown in 1.11)10 I. because of thy ii,gh correlation bc.twern input
ranks ;ind vector positions provided in the Spearman ( orr('lations in the k)wer line of
the table (in this instance, a high .97(). \Vhile MI)S contributes to a general
in,derst nulling of institutional position vi.%-a-vis pcrceived close or distant
comp(tition, it is from MI)t. and the average attribute ratings that specific guidelines
for program development can bc infern.d. Further insight into th decision process
was provided by data from the respondents, who yere also asked to indicate lune
imporlaut each institutional attribute yas to them in judging the institutions.

Figure 5

Perceptual-evaluative space /nap of institutional market
Integrated external samples = 139) community groups

NEARNESS SIZE

CPVT

SAFETY

QUALITY

SU PLU
UPS WU

OFFERINGS
KBC FSCC TCC

HCC

LOW COST

cwsc

ESC

(Note the cluq(ring pattern in this map as compared with the integrated internal
samples in Figure 3.)
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professional program leading to a job at the end of two years, and one from students
in a social science course leading to an AA (Associate in Arts) degree at the end of
two years. All community college samples were taken (luring regularly scheduled class
time with a community college instructor in attendance.

An internal sample of currently enrolled PLU student transfers from
community colleges (N = 38) was also taken, bringing the total saniple to 292.
Individual institutional sample size is represented in the fisting above. Three of these
community colleges (TCC, FSCC and GRCC) regularly channel students to PLU.

The community college sample groups were asked to respond to two
questionnaires administered anonymously by the survey director and an associate.
The first requested judgments of similarity and dissimilarity between related pairs of
eight regional four-year institutions of higher education to which community college
students might transfer for a Baccalaureate degree. The format was the same as for
the previous applications. Respondents were also asked to rank the same criteria
utilized in the first research application with the addition of "sodal life on campus,"
"friend1; ness," "religious life on campus," and "personal attention from faculty," as not
important (1) to very important (9) in making dissimilarities .judgments.

In so king preference data, the second instrument asked respondents to rate
each of the schools as very high (1) to very low (9) on the basis of academic quality,
variety of course offerings, tuition cost, and personal attention from faculty, and as
very desirable (1) to very undesirable (9) in terms of friendliness on campus, siic,
religious life on campus, and social life on campus. Respondents were also asked to
rate each of the above characteristics as not important (1) to very important (9) in
deciding about a four-year institution to which to transfer. The format was the same
as that in the first application.

In both tests each subsample was processed separately through MDS and MDU
computer programs. In addition, internal and external samples from the first
administration of the questionnaire were pooled and processed through MDS and
MDU. The two subsamples from each community college (professional students and
social science students) were similarly run as separate and integrated samples from
each school. The resulting mass of data included eight separate perceptual maps and
attribute charts in the first research efThrt in the community and 19 separate
perceptual maps and attribute charts resulting from the community college study.
The reader may refer back to Figure 5 to view the results of the MDS and MDU
processing of the integrated external sample in the first application (community
groups). Figure 6 is the comparable integrated external sample perceptual space
map for the second Application (community college students).
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Figure 6

Perceptual-evaluative space map
Integrated external samples (N = 292) community college students

OFFERINGS

QUALITY

TUITION

RELIGIOUS

su

UW

PLU

SOCIAL

A

SPC

SM

WWSC

UPS

ATTENTION SIZE

ESC

FRIENDLINESS

The only significant (lir ferences between the two research applications were the
demographic characteristics of the target populations: the restriction of the
post-secondary stimuli to lour-year institutions fOr the community college

the addition of several criteria to the list OF those used in .judging
dissimilarities in the comimmity college study. The results were highly comparable
and illuminating.
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Some findings and their implications
The findings reported in the preceding were selected to illustrate the role which

attitude/image data can play in decision-making. They represent, but do not fully
include, all findings or implications drawn from this research effort. Massive
amounts of data relevant to all the institutions included in both applications were
accumulated; however, our reporting here must simply focus on those aspects
considered most significant or relevant to the intended audience. The interested
reader should see references 4, 5, and 6 for detailed methodological discussions.

Comparisons between internal and external samples provide management with
important data for decision-making. In marketing a product, the least significant
and yet frequently most influential perceptions of an organization are those held by
menthers of the organization, e.g., the sales manager or college dean. It is helpful to
understand these influential imraorgaMzational perceptions and to identify
variances with those found in the marketplace. The data from internal samples
extracted during each study demonstrate the normative behavior expected from
faculty and student identification with the parent institution.

In the present study an integrated internal sample of PLU business students
(N = 64) and science and social science professors (N = 33) was drawn from the first
.application (new markets), and a sample of students at Pacific Lutheran University
who transferred from a community college (N = 38) was taken in the second study.
In terms of perceived academic quality, PLU was ranked "most desirable" by the first
internal sample, and "highest in quality" by the second.* On the other hand, every
other external sample (except students at nearby FSCC) invariably rated UW highest
on the quality attribute.

Furthermore, the first sample of faculty and business students rated PLU most
desirable in size and second to UW in desirability of course offerings. The
community college students transferred to PLU rated PLU highest among all
institutions in personal attention from faculty and most desirable in terms of
friendliness on campus, size, religious life on campus and social life on campus. (See
Table 3, "Attribute Ratings.")

The positive implication of this perceptual bias among faculty and students at
PIE is that the school in fact measures up to their expectations; they feel that they'
are "getting their money's worth." On the other hand, it may also be that students
and faculty are engaging in the common behavioral activity of post purchase
rationalization. Marketing thought tells us that it is common for consumers to
overemphasize the perceived advantages of a major purchase after making it in
order to reinforce their decisions. It is most likely that a combination of both factors
applies to this situation, with the positive result of student satisfaction at PLU.

These strongly positive internal attitudes pose perceptual and
decision-making pitfalls for management. The internal viewpoint is not a reliable
indicator of the dynamics in the marketplace.

We now turn our attention to what the sdected market groups say about
academic quality at PLU.**

All samples demonstrated that perceived academic quality is the most
important factor in determining perceptions and preferences among post-secondary
institutions. Community respondents (lesignated academic quality as the most
important factor in similarity/dissimilarity judgments, while community college

*The second test application with community college students requested rating of schools in terms of
high I) to low (9) on academic quality, while the first ifpplication requested ratings in terms of
most desirable ( to least desirable (9).

**The massive amounts of data have equal applicability to all of the other eleven post-secondary institutions
included in the first survey. :Ind the other seven in the second.
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students named academic quality as the prime factor in the choice of a transfer school.
Perceptions held by community adults of PLU place it high on the academic quality
attribute, ranked second only to UW. In fact, the market segn.cnt of the League of
Women Voters ranked PLU ahead of UW in terms of academic quality. This finding
indicated that continued research into the educational needs of this population could
result in profitable program development for PLU, at the same time giving evidence
of community satisfaction with current program offerings.

PLU did not fare as well with some community college student populations.
Although samples from TCC and FSCC, adjacent to PLU, rated it second and first
respectively in terms of academic qualiv, the larger, older, and less proximate
institutions of HCC and BCC respectively rated PLU fourth and sixth among eight
on the academic quality attribute. The implication is that PLU has perceptual
problems with those community colleges that are more distant and more concerned
with the quality of their academic tracks.

Once management Sees the positioning of PLU relative to other four-year
institutions in terms of academic quality, they would want to be careful to reinforce
the positive placement of the institution among community adults by introducing
and publicizing those programs that are consistent with perceived high quality. At
the same time, program options inconsistent with perceived high quality (e.g.,
remedial learning centers, contracted studies,.competency-based curricula) would
have to be developed and promoted with great care, played down, or eschewed
altogether. For example, although the State's new experimental college,
Evergreen State College, appeals successfully to students who seek innovative
approaches, all samples in the PLU marketing studies showed great distrust of the
academic quality of ESC. Similarly, if program developers at PLU are interested in
obtaining significantly larger numbers of transfer students from HCC and BCC,
where the greatest attention to academic quality appears to be given, they must
engage in a marketing program that repositions PLU on the quality attribute
dimension. This is a more difficult and costly strategy than reinforcing present
product positioning.

To engage in either process one must define the elements that contribute to the
much-used but ambiguous term "academic quality." .Some of the measures
commonly suggested have been degrees and credentials of professors, GPA
requirements for admission, studentif'aculty ratios, and the number of graduates
accepted in graduate schools. Any one individual's perception may be based on highly
variable factors, such as knowledge of a singk exceptional department or of attitudes
toward peers who attended that institution. While this study did not attempt to
discover the relative significance of the many factors contributing to perceived
academic quality, it did reveal several correlates that can act as guides to new program
development.
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For example, a high variety of course offerings Yvas found to correlate
positively with perceived desirability and high academic quality, as Table 3
demonstrates. The TCC student sample reveals that schools are ranked in similar

Table 3
Ranked ordering of colleges on attributes of academic quality, variety of

offerings and attention
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but not identical positions on the attributes of" academic quality and variety of
courses: the FICC sample reveals identical ranking for five out of" eight stimuli on
these attributes; and the integrated external community resident sample ranked tune
out of 12 institutions in identical positions with respect to desirable academic quality
and desirable variety of course offerings. With the exception of ESG, those schools
not identically ranked on the two attributes dill ered by only: one ranked position.

Another factor found to associated with academic quality (but not as
definitive in its relationship) was tuition cost. Associations between high cost* and
high or desirable academic quality were demonstrated by similarly grouped
institutions at the upper and lower ends of the scale. See Table Four, "Cost/quality
comparisons for selected populations." We cannot, therefore, say that high cost is
perceived to mean high academic quality for any one institution, but we can
recognize that price and quality are related in a general way. This general
relationship reflects the perception that the less expensive academic products are
also of" lesser value. The management of P1.1.7 may. interpret this to mean that, while
public lectures by professors on timely subjects might be considered an excellent
public relations ef fort, any large scale, low-cost non-credit program would
conflit t with thc quality image of PLI: now held in some markets.
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Table 4

Cost/quality comparisons for selected populations

TCC HCC Integrated External
First Application

Quality Cost Quality Cost Quality Cost
Hi Hi Hi Hi Hi Hi

UPS UPS UW UW UW UPS
PLU PLU WWSC PLU PLU SU
UW SM SU SM UPS PLU
SU SPC PLU WWSC SU SM
SM UW UPS SU CWSC KBC
WWSC WWSC SPC UPS SM ESC
SPC SU SM SPC TCC UW
ESC ESC ESC ESC HCC CWSC

ESC CPVT
CPVT FSCC
FSCC HCC
KBC TCC

A dimension interpreted to associate negatively with academic quality was
educational innovativeness. The experimental curricula of Evergreen State
(-:ollege, established by the Washington State Legislature in 1970 to offer alternative
educational forms (including contracted studies, student-defined curricula, and
high community involvement in course content) were recognized by the distinct
isolate positioning of that institution on all perceptual maps. The reader will note
that ESC: ranked last or in the last quartile among all displayed samples on the
academic quality attribute. ESC's low ranking on variety of course offerings among
the two community college samples correlates with its low ranking on academic
quality. This example further illustrates the perceptual compatibility of perceived
amdetnic quality and perceived variety of course offerings. The negative perceptual
bias toward ESCs academic quality thus also results in a negative perceptual bias toward
'ariety of course offerings, although in fact the potential variety inherent in the
unstructured ESC curriculum mav be much higher than that of the structured
curricula of the more traditional institutions.

PLC's management may interpret the identified discrimination against
educational innovation to mean that novel programs such as a college without walls or
a major effort to develop contracted studies fOr working persons would conflict with
PLC's efhwts to reinforce its positive positioning on the attribute of high academic
quality. PI.Ls proposed clLinges in the past year have been conservative, such as a
program to) integrate increased numbers of adults into regularly scheduled courses,
:Ind experimenting with interdisciplinary studies in the liberal arts area.

It was in relation to the conunuMtv college market that PLU was found to have
some significant perceptual problems. Ihe first application of NWS distinctly
revealed condescending attitudes toward community colleges on the part of PLU
students mid faculty. The perceptual map and attribute figures reveal the distinct
position of all community colleges at a great distance from other institutions of
higher eohicmion. (See Figure 3.) At tlw same time, community college student
populations that are at :1 greater traveling distance Imm PLC' (namely, 1-1CC and
BC() ranked PEE' among the lower hali of the schook on the more important
:utributes ademic quality and variety of offerings.

Both internal and external perceptual biases act as deterrents 10 increasing
transfer :Ipplication. Mt' li-mn community colleges. Replacing these pet-cepolal
biases with positive attitudes that are mutually reinforcing will require major faculty
and administrative elf orts and expense. PI.L"s management must reassess its
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comniinnent to increasing the transfer population at PLU in light of this new
data. The commitment and leadership of' key influentials throughout the University
as well as those in positions of' authority must be applied to this problem if' it is to be
resolved. Not the least of these decisions is that of a master plan which includes
projecting the desirable proportion of' traditional vs. "new" students which PLU
wants, and the desirable balance of' enrollment in upper and lower division courses.

The attribute rankings provide at least one clue for a differentiated marketing
strategy among the more distant potential transfer students. Current students at
GRCC, I3CC, and EICC, the moi.e distant institutions, all perceive PLU as highest or
second highest in giving attention to its students among all eight fotir-year schools.
.Among some of its most promising market populations. PLU is already seen as "the
college that cares" a factor that can be exploited in promotional and recruiting
ellOrts, thus taking advantage of favorable "product positioning."

Tlw results from the community college study revealed other significant data in
cc)nflict with some current PLU self-perceptions and policies. Whether "religious life
on campus" is perceived positively or negatively by respondents, it was consistently
demonstrated to be a relatively unimportant attribute for community college
students in making percepttml distinctions among institutions. They ranked
"religious life" as least important among the eight preselected attributes tested for
relative significance in their selection of' a four-year institution to which to transfer.

The diverse impact on community college markets of perceived religious life on
campus and the relative unimportance of' this attribute in selection of' a four-year
institution suggests the need for differentiated marketing strategies for the PLU
product. Although it may work very successfully to stress the presence of a Christian
environnient when recruiting high school graduates through parish referrals, the
same perceptual facuws are not dominant nor significant with the Associate in Arts
student from an urban community college. A successful recruiting program will
recognize and respond to these distinctions through differentiated marketing.

Marketing strategy in "a time of retrenchment"
The application of NIDS and MDU can develop increased awareness of an

institution's close competition and understanding of specific criteria used to establish
any one institution's perceptual position in the marketplace. The careful integration
of MDS and NIDU data can point to perceived institutional strengths and
weaknesses. These factors can set parameters for program development and aid the
;umlysis of' the question, "Will it sell?"

MDS and MDU are first steps in the task of program development. They are
techniques to be used to gain a basic understanding of some segments of the
marketplace and of some of the dynamic factors operative therein. After the
application of MDS and MDU, the educational needs of' favorable market segments
must be researched. Institutional constraints and energy must be identified. Educational
options require exploration. Prograni planning, implementation and dissemination
necessitate administrative understanding of' research data and support of
recommendations. Thus, the track from research data to program inauguration to
student acceptance is many-faceted and requires integration of' different kinds of
data.

In this "time of retrenchment"* marketing strategies, based on consumer needs
and on an understanding of the marketplace, along With product availability (i.e.,
faculty interest and expertise) and internal constraints, are, in the view of the authors,
valuable components for effective institutional planning. It is the market, as well as
the producer, which must influence university decision-making in the industry of
higher education.

4'1 lie .pt pin :ow is III the iitle it The Co imp fur litnuuti 1)evellipmeni in 1.:(Intalimi, Fthietty l)evrlopinent tti
ri htneril. N R111 I cl le, N.Y.: him iitiumal Clionge. 1971.
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Carleton College is located on a 90-acre campus in Northfield, N4:: nesota, 40
miles south of Minneapolis and St. Paul. The college has historical1v :itracted a
nationally diverse student body of high quality and a distinguished faculty. It is
described in a popular guide as "one of the maion's most wi.iely known and
respected liberal arts colleges . ."'

As is well known, small private liberal arts colleges Iv been hit hard in the last
few years by the combined effects of inflation and declining enrolhnents. Carleton
has not experienced declining enrollments: instead, total enrollment at Carleton has
increased since 1969, and its physical plant is now operating at a full capacity of 1650
students. Some, in fact, have questioned whither Carleton has already exceeded its
optimum size.

Carleton's selectivity has been threatened, however. Applications declined 10
percent from 1971 to 1973.2 Thus, in order to meet its enrollment goals, Carleton has
recently had to accept approximately 65-75 percent of its applicants. Though several
of Carleton's competitors in the Midwest now accept well over 80 percent, the
college's national competition has been able to be much more selective.'

These trends led Carleton administrators and admissions personnel to decide to
undertake research on the characteristics of the Carleton applicant pool, with
specific attention to those prospective students who inquire about the College but do
not apply for admission and those who are accepted for admission but do not
enroll. A grant from the Northwest Area Foundation provided the needed funds.
The research, conducted in 1973-74, sought answers to two questions:

I. Given the fact that the . admissions office receives approximately
7,000 inquiries each year ,r)ective students why is it that less than
20 percent actually submit an application? and

2. What affects an accepted applicant's decision to attend or not to attend?

' James Cass and Max Birnbaum, Comparath,e Guide to American (ollege+, (Sixth edition; New York:
Harper and Row Publishers, 1973), pp. 103-104. Cass and Birnbaum report that Carleton accepts 63'4 of
its app/icants, of which 50'4 acitially enroll. Sixteen percent of the freshmen have a verbal SAT score
above 700 and 20'4 of the freshmen have a mathematical SAT score above 700. The median freshmen
scores at Carletcm are: 630 verbal, 650 mathematical.

The number of applications over the past seven years at Carleton has ranged from a high of 1639 in
1971 to a low of 1479 in 1973. In 1974 there was an increase of 5"; in the number of applicaMms
received, and for 1975 an increase of :1";. hopefully but not certainly the begimiing of a reversal in

the downward trend.
" percentage of inc clued applicants at stu h hoots as Amherst (38'; ), Oberlin (40'; ),

Swarthmore (42'4), iin( Pomona 150'4 ) i lower. Data are for the inmming lasses at these schools nt the
fall of 1971. Source: Douglas D. Dillenbeck and Sue Wetzel, eds., The College Handbook, Pad% I and II The
College Entrance EXamination Board, 1972.
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Non-applicant study
Each year Carleton's Admissions Office has nearly 7,000 separately identifiable

contacts with prospective students. Although each of these prospects has sufficient
contact with the admissions process to warrant a file, over 80 percent of them never
submit an application. It was decided that a sample of these people should be surveyed to
find out what they wcre like, where they chose to go to college, what they know and
don't know about Carleton, how they know it, and why they didn't apply.

In May 1974 questionnaires were sent to 1,875 persons with whom the
Admissions Office had had contact during 1973-74 but who did not submit an
application. This number is approximately 30 percent of the more than 5,500 admissions
contacts which did not result in an application. The persons selected for inclusion in
the study were chosen with the use of a random sampling procedure to insure their
being representative.

Usable responses were received from 800 or 43 percent of those who received
questionnaires, but the analyses presented in this paper will be based on the much
smaller number of 5594 Without an extensive non-respondent follow-up survey, we
could not determine the degree to which the group of usable returned questionnaires
is representative of the sample. A 43 percent return is a lower percentage
than is desirable for surveys of this type. However, since region of residence and sex
are known for the whole sample of 1,875, the respondent group can be compared
with the sample in those respects. When it is compared, it turns out that the region
and sex distributions for respondents and for the whole sample arc virtually
identical. Thus, if there is a response bias in the data, it is probably that persons
more interested in Carleton were more likely to respond. If such a bias exists, it is a
useful one, since it is these more interested students whom Carleton probably has
the greatest chance of influencing to apply in future years.

Since the non-applicants SAT scores and high school class ranks statistically
mirror those of the accepted students, it is likely that most of them would have been
accepted had they applied. The question, then, was why hadn't they? We thought
perhaps they didn't apply because they were less well off financially than the
acceptances. As Table 1 shows, however, many of the parents of non-applicants were
relatively well-off financially, although later analysis will show that Carleton's cost
bothers them much nmre than it bothers tlmse who applied and were accepted.

'Fable I
Parents' annual income: non-applicants

Income Percent
Less than $10,000 9%
$10,000 $14,999 14%
$15,000 $19,999 20%

$20,000 $24,999 13%
$25,000 $34,999 19%
$35,000 $49,999 12%
$50,000 or more 13%

Median = $20,000-524,999 100% (482)

' ( )f the total 01 SIM respondents, peopk said that they had not applied to college. and so they
were (Alluded from the ;nialysis. .An :ulditional 12-1 were 1(iokMg for a (ollege or university with a major
or a )rogram not offered at Carleton. and so tlie were also excluded from the anahsis. TIns grmip has
made 1 %vise choi«. and cannot really be regarded as part (il Carleton's potential applicant pool.
I'wentv-six pelsons %%ere either inquiring about transfer possibilities, :ind hence were not potential
freshmen. or were SAM (Single Applicati(m Method. whereby all Associated (:olleges of the Nlidwest may
be a)plied to in one application and lot- one le() applicants whose :Ipplications would have come to
Carleton 11:1(1 the% been reil.1 tOd their 160(1. 111/1i .s. making them te( hnicallY applicants to Carleton.
These Di %%ere also ex( hided trom the group anaU/ed. I'llese ex( lusions 1(..ave 581) total cases 1(tr analysis.
but at the time that the repot t lU dii( ii his paper is based was %ritten. only 559 ol this number
were coded. ke% piii lied. 1t1(1 stored (ni Carleton's . 'HMS, the paper (heals with 559 responses.
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1 f. they did not choose Carleton. where did these non-applicants attend college?
By and large, they went to the same schools as those students Carleton accepted but
who chose to go elsewhere. As Table 2 illustrates, Carleton's non-applicants do not riled
the small liberal arts college as a type, but choose to attend other liberal arts colleges.

Table 2

Acceptance and non-acceptance percents attending other institutions

Accepted: Non-
College Type Went Elsewhere Applicants Combined
Public '!niversities 16% 23% 20%
Private Universities 21% 19% 20%
Little Three, Seven Sisters,

and Ivy League 16% 15% 19%
ACM Schools 10% 13% 12%
Select Small Colleges# 16% 7% 10%
Other Private Colleges 4% 10% 8%
Some Top Competitors+ 5% 8% 7%
Minnesota Private Colleges /% 5% 4%

100% (369) 100% (545) 100% (914)

* Beloit, Carleton, Coe, Colorado College, Cornell College, Grinnell, Knox, Lawrence, Macalester,
Monmouth, Ripon, St. Olaf.

# Antioch, Gowdoin, Bryn Mawr, Hampshire, Haverford, Middlebury, Oberlin, Pomona, Reed, Swar-
thmore.

+ A group of 19 schools, including such schools as Bates, Denison, Earlham, Kalamazoo, Lake Forest, and
Tufts.

Another concern of' this research was to find out what non-applicants know
about Carleton as compared to what they know abtiut the school they decided to
attend. In a word, we fOund that non-applicants know very little about Carleton and
much more about the school they chose to attend. Or, to put it difTerently, they were
rarely able to agree or disagree with 25 statements possibly characteristic of'
Carleton. while they were almost always able to characterize the college they are
attending. Table 3 shows the 25 characterizations and the proportion who
checked "Don't Know" for each, both with respect to Carleton and to the school they
are attending. (The characterizations are ordered according to the size of the "Don't
Know" percentage for Carleton.)
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Otw would expect these students to have more knowledge about the college
they're attending than about Carleton, but note that they know about characteristics
of Carleton in very dif f erent degrees. Less than half (4 2 percent), fOr example, feel
unsure about Carleton's academic replitation and rigor, while student social life and
faculty characteristics, etc., are much less well known (67 percent and 68 percent "Don't
Know"). Of course, knowledge of these two characteristics is best comniunicated by
current students or throligh a campus visit. While 31 percent of the non-applicants
knew someone attending Carleton (as opposed to 4-1 percent of the acceptances), only
16 percent visii.ed the campus (as opposed to 59 percent (>f the acceptances).

The non-applicants were also asked whether they felt the 25 characteristics
of a college shown ill Table 5 apply to their "ideal college." In only a
small number of areas do they disagree; that is, they appear to be equally concerned
about lemling a relatively wild versus a relatively sedate social life. They also disagree
about the importance of' intercollegiate athletics in a college experience. Again, 56
percent don't know what Carleton is like, but most of those who have an Opinion
perceive correctly that athletics are not emphasized. (Intercollegiate athletics are
enjoyed primarily b) the participants ;Ind largely ignored by the rest of the student
body, though more than half of the men and an increa.sing percentage of the women
participate in varsity athleti(s.) Lastly, these non-appficants disagree about how much
study iiliLl preparation should be part of their ideal college life. While 5 7 percent agree
that study and preparation should be intensive, 26 percent feel that it should not.
Only 2 percent perceive Carleton as not requiring intensive study and preparation.
I'llese data suggest that a good number of the non-applicants perceive Carleton as
being neither wild enough nor prim and proper enough, insufficiently involved Li
varsity athletics. and too serious about academics. We concluded that better
information about Carleton would probably only have made the majority more
determined not to apply for admission; on the other hand, it might very
have increased the desire of the remainder to apply.

In both this non-applicant study and the yield study, responderts welt given a
list of possible sources of information about Carleton and asked to check which had
served them: wind] had lwen first; and which had proved the most Miportan, rhe
data are not revealing except to show that non-applicants hear about flat-loon icss
from high school counselors, friends who attended. and admissions rep: esentatives
and slightly more from publi.shed sources. Of course. as was mentioned earlier, Only
16 percent of the non-applicants visited the campus. whereas 59 percent of the
acceptances did.

Region of residence doesn't seem to af feet the likelihood of hearing about
Carleton from dif ferent sources except f-roni high school counselors in the South.
Non-applicants from the South were 20 percent less likely to hear about Carleton
from a high school counselor.

In summary, the channels of information to non-applicants seem to be similar to
those fOr acceptances with the small exceptions noted. What gels chonwIed and how
much has already been discussed to the extent that we have data.

The question of greatest import. of' course. remained: why hadn't the
non-applicants applied:. Those students who were accepted note location,,cost, and
talks with Carleton friends as producing the greatest percentage of negative
reactions. For non-applicants, location and cost seem most important. The picture
is not quite that simple, however, because different things matter mon to students
from dif ferent regions of the country.

rhe following data, for example, illustrate Carkt on's precarious relationship to
two important markets: the Nlidwest and the East. Carleton is too expensive for
many students from the Midwest who like its location add academic reputation. For
Eastern students. Carleton is not quite as high in prestige as a number of small
Eastern colleges are. even though they can afford to attend. In iddition, I...astern
students are not particularl y. attracted to the idea of spending fnur years in a snmll
town in rural Minnesota.
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Table 5 shows the percentage of non-applicants who felt Carleton's cost was a
negative fac nu by respondent's region of residence. As call be seen, Eastern
noti-applicants rarely found Carleton's cost to be a negative Factor, while almost half
of the Nfidwestern applicants did.

Fable 5
Percent terming cost a negative factor

Region of Resith.n, % Cost Negative
Midwest .17(,-; (273)
South 36','; (70)
West 31V.; (59)
East 13% (87)

Table 6 shows die percentage who said that location was a negative factor by
region of residence:

Table 6
Percent terming location a negative factor

Region of Residence % Location Negative
East 74% (88)
West
South 48% (71)
Midwest 38% (278)

Eastern Students clearly found Carleton's location a problem, as did a sigMficant
proportion of Westerners. In addition, as Table 7 shows, they less frequently found
Carleton's academic reputation a -very positive" influence on their desire to apply.

Table 7
Percent terming academic reputation a positive factor

Region of Residence % Very Positive
Midwest 67% (278)
South 61% (71)
West 55% (60)
East 434% (87)

These data illustrate Carleton's marginality to the Ilastern and Midwestern
markets. The confirmation of this market marginality, together svidi other insights
gained from the non-applicant group, have provided Carleton with a base for
numerous suggestions about how it can begin to tap that pool of prospectives Who
make inquiries btu who never actually apply. These suggestions svill be sununarited
at the end of the paper \viten the results of thu iekl studs can also be taken into
account.



Yieldf; study
flaving analyzed vliv prospective students who have a contact with the

admissions process do not apply, let us now. turn to a different question: what affects
an accepted applicant's decision to enroll or not to enroll? As Table 8 illustrates,
slightly more than one-half of Carleton's acceptances clumse to enroll. When this
viekl figure is compared to that of other private hberal arts colleges, it becomes
evident that Carleton's yield is neither exceptionally good nor exceptionally bad.

If Carleton's yield is not so bad, why study what affects it? There are two
reasons: 1) if the yield were increased, Carleton could become more secure in its
recruiting position; and 2) by studying what affects yield, various aspects of the
admissions process can be evaluated. It was with these two goals in mind that we
decided to survey all applicants accepted for freshman admission to Carleton in
1971. In Order to achieve the highest possible response, die questionnaire was sent
with the applicant's acceptance letter. In f act, the questionnaire was made the vehicle
through which an applicant indicated his acceptance or rejection of Carleton's offer.
In this wav 896 questionnaires were received, or 91 percent of all applicants accepted.
Questionnaires were received from nearly 100 percent of' those who accepted the
offer of' admission. By any standard the overall rate of' return was high.

Table 8
Yields for a group of coheges and universities

ACM Schools 1973' Select Small Colleges -1971#
St. Olaf 62.5% Hampshire 65%
Carleton 50.1% Bowdoin 59%
Colorado 49.9% Antioch 54%

Cornell 49.2% Bryn Mawr 54%

Grinnell 45.0M. Oberlin 53%

Knox 44.7% Haverford 49%

Lawrence 41.8% Swarthmore 49%

Ripon 41.6% Pomona 48%

Coe 40.9% Middlebury 43%

Macalester 40.5% Reed 390/

Beloit 38.5%
Monmouth 35.8%

Little Three -1971# Ivy League - 1971#
Amherst 62% Harvard 82%
Williams 56% Dartmouth 62%
Wesleyan 53% Brown 61%

Yale 60%
Cornell 54%

Seven Sisters - 1971# Princeton 54%

Radcliffe 80%
Columbia 51%

Wellesley Penn 51%
64%

Vassar 52%
Smith 51%
Pembroke 49%
Mt. Holyoke 48%
Barnard 47% Stanford 62%

Source: ACM Colleges Annual Admissions Report for 1973.
#Source: Douglas D. Dillenbech and Sue Wetzel, eds., The College Handbook, Parts I and II,

The College Entrance Examination Board, 1972.

Yicld i ltloul lit t the iw1( crn.igt )f .1« uptitli«,, %%1)(, sIIIPctlIontl% cm11.
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Data were obtained through the yield questionnaire on three broad classes of
variables, and variables of each class will be examined below as possible causes of
variation in the likelihood that a student accepte(I the offer of admission. The three
included: 1) characteristics of the individual (sex, sdiolastic aptitude, region of
resi(len(e, socio-economic background, etc.); 2) elements of Carleton's admissions
pro(ess (the interview with an admissions representative, the campus visit, etc.); and
3) characteristics of Carleton (academic reputation, cost, location, size, etc.). In the
case of the third set of variables, what is important is how prospective students
viewed Carleton, not how the Carleton community views itself. In addition, the
effect of these three classes of' variables on yield was examined, taking into account
whether or not Carleton was the prospective student's first choice. This statistical
control procedure was necessary because the ways in which students rank the
colleges to which they have applied at the time of application are highly related to
the choices they make after acceptances havc en received. As Table 9 shows,
84 percent of Ca deton's acceptances who said Carleton was their first choice at the time
of their application ennilled at Carleton in the Fall of 1974. On the other hand, only
15 percent of the students who were accepted at another school that was specified
as their first choice decided to attend Carleton instead.

Table 9

Choices of Carleton enrollees

% Enrolling at Carleton
Carleton First Choice 84% (338)*
Non Accepted at First Choice 53% (163)
Accepted at First Choice Which Was

Not Carleton 15% (227)

The number in parenthesis is the number of acceptances for whom Carleton was the first choice.

These data suggest that the best test of effectiveness of certain aspects of the
admissions process on yield would be to see how sonic factor affects yield for those
acceptances not designating (:arleton as their first choice. Since not all acceptances
not designating Carleton as their first choice school were in fact accepted by their
first choice school, an even better test would be to assess the impact of some factor
among those who were accepted at their first choice when that was not Carleton.

To help clarify these concepts, those For whom Carleton was not first choice and
who were not accepted at their first choice school will be called "reluctant:" and those
who werc :iccepted at their first choice school when that was not Carleton will Fe
called the "hard to get" group.

8
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Analysis
Carleton's group ot acceptances for Ihe Fall of 197,1 was in no way a cross

section of all high school seniors accepted at college. Males and females were
enrolled in almost identical numbers; median SAT scores were 660M and 630V; and
50 percent ranked in the top 5 percent of their ldgh school graduating classes. The
regional distribution was 17 percent from the East, 60 percent from the Midwest,
9 percent from the South, 12 percent from the Vest, and 2 percent froni foreign
countries. Eleven percent were non-white, and 78 percent came from public high
schools. The median annual income of 1116 families was about $25,000. The
question that needs answering, however, is: do acceptances who differ on any of the
above background factors enroll at Carleton in different proportions?

Analysis shows that they do in a couple of ways: differences in SAT scores and
in region of residence pniduce differing yield rates. In each case, however, the
relationship is altered when college preference is controlled. As noted in Table 10,
when Carleton was ad acceptance's first choice, an almost equal percentage of
students was enrolled from each of five SAT score groupings. However, when
Carleton was not the acceptance's first choice (regardless of whether or not the
stu(f ent was accepted at his first choice), Carleton enrolled a decreasing percentage
of acceptances as their SAT scores increased. Thus, 73 percent of the "reluctant
recruits" with math SAT's in the 220-550 range enrolled, but otdv 38 percent of
those whose math SAT's were in the 710-800 range. Likewise, 31 percent of the "hard
to ge!" group whose math SAT's were in the 200-55() vange enrolled. but only
9 percent of' those whose math SAT's were in the 710-800 range. These data mean
that when Carleton is not a student's first choice, the College's drawing power
decreases with increases in the aptitude of the student as measured 67 SAT scores.

Table 10
Applicant distribution by SAT scores

Verbal Math
Carleton Reluctant Hard to Carleton Relu....txlt Hard to

Score 1st Choice Recruits Get 1st Choice Recruits Get
200-500 80% (85) 70% (27) 27% (41) 86% (51) 73% (22) 31% (29)
560-600 78% (60) 41% (29) 20% (40) 80% (49) 67% (27) 16'', (38)
610-650 80% (66) 52% (59) 13% (54) 84% f61 59% (29) 20% (411

660-700 94% (63) 50% (30) 12% (52) 85% (71) 47% (36) 11% (45)
710-800 84% (38) 53% (17) 6% (36) 81% (80) 38% (48) 9% (70)

Such data are not particularly surprising. Students with ve-,-y high SAT's who
were accepted by their first choice school when that wasn'i Carleton most probably
went to Carleton's toughest competition. The lower SAT "hard to gets," on die other
hand, probably saw Carleton as higher in quaiity 01;AI their first choice school.

The only other fac tor related to Carhton's v!cial is region of residence. As "Fable
11 illustrates, Carleton obtains a ii.:!cb higher yield in the Midwest and Soudi than it
does from either coast.

Table 11
Enrollees by resion of ;esidence

Region of Residence Percent Ento:liny,
Foreign 76% (17)
Midwest 60% (535)
South 60% (77)
West 42% (105)
East 36% (157)
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As table 12 illustrates, when Carleton is a student's first choice, its yield by
region becomes much more equal, and conversely, when Carleton is not the
Student's first choice, the region of residence has a very large effect on yield.

Table 12
Region of residence when preference controlled

Percent Enrolling
Carleton Reluctant Hard to

Region of Residence 1st Choice Recruits Get
East 88% (25) 38% (42) 6% (51)
Midwest 85% (238) 59% (82) 21% (119)
South 85% (26) 73% (15) 19% (21)
West 69% (39) 50% (20) 6% (33)

Of course, region of residence is also related to the probablity that Carleton will
be a student's first choice. Only 21 percent of all Fastern acceptances labelled Carleton
as their first choice, while 54 percent of those from the Midwest and 42 percem from
the South and West did. One must conclude that region of residence affects both
the likelihood that an acceptance will have Carleton as a first choice and the
likelihood that he will enroll if Carleton is not his first choice.

The questionnaire sent to accepted applicants also probed the question of where
soy. lns receive knowledge of Carleton. Accepted applicants were asked to study a
list .)f possible sources and to note whether an item provided information for them;
whether ii was the first source; or whether it was the most important source of
information. Responses to this question indicate that there is a great diversity both of
first sources of information and most important sources. Although no one source
seems to doninate in importance, 26 percent of the acceptances claimed that their
parents vere their first source. Only 13 percent checked "campus visit" as a source,
even though 59 percent of the acceptances visited the campus. These students must
not equate a campus visit with a "source of information." Finally, alumni
representatives rarely functioned as sources of" information (20 percent), as first
sontrces (1 percent), or as most important sources (4 percent), (This trend is important
only because (arleton was trying to establish a more el fective alumni rep program.)
Alumni who were friends of" acceptances ("A friend who attended Carleton")
did scent to he important sources, however, as distinguished from general alumni
cepr25entatives. This is a distinction worth noting. Though the alumni rep program
seems not to be a large source of information for prospective students, alumni are.

No difference in yield ratcs was found when acceptances who received
information about Girlelon from a given souzTe were compared to acceptances who
did not. That is, an acceptance who received information about Carleton from his
parents, for example, was no more likely to enroll than one who received no
inhn !nation From his parents.
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One of the most important areas of concern in the yield study was the impact
of contacts with admissions personnel. Sixty-seven percent of Carleton's
acceptances had had some contact with admissions personnel either in an
interview on the campus or during a high school visit or college night. Accepted
applicants vcre asked the following question: "What influence did a talk with an .
admissions representative have on your desire to attend Carleton?" Table 13 shows
the responses:

Table 13
Influence of admissions representative

Greatly Increased Desire to Attend 30% (177)
Slightly Increased 39% (235)
No Influence 25% (148)
Slightly Decreased 5% (28)

Greatly Decreased 1% (9)

By and large. accepted students (69 per(ent) reported that they were positively
influenced by adniissions persomiel. Only 6 percent reported that their talk with an
admissions representative decreased their desire to attend.

The inlimrtant question here, however, was whether those Nvl io reported being
positiveh influenced by admissions personnel in fact enrolled in greater proportions
than those %di° said that they were negatively influenced. As Table 14 shows, 69
percent olthose %di() said a talk with an admissions person greatly increased their
desire to .attend Carleton emolled, vhile only 15 percent Of those who said the talk
did not increase (combination of' no influence plus slightly and greatly decreased)7
their desire to attend in fact enrolled. \Vhen acceptances were affected positively
by admissions persomiel, they were nmre likely to enroll and vice versa.

Table 1-1
Reactions to talk with admissions rep

Reaction Percent Enrolling
Greatly Increased Desire 69% (177)
Slightly Increased 61% (233)
No Influence or Decreased 51% (185)
No Contact With Admissions Rep .. 44% (170)

It is among the reluctant recruits that the effect of contacts vith admissions
personnel was the largest. When someone had been turned down by his first choice
scliool but %vas accepted by Carleton (reluctant recruits), nwmory of his talk with one
of (:arleton's admissions personnel was very important in deciding whether to enroll
at Carleton or elsewhere. Students in this category were 29 percent more likely to
enroll at (:arkton when their talk with an admissions person greatly increased their
desire to attend than when the talk had no influence or a negative influence. These
data thus illustrate the importance of positive admissions contacts.

11(4:111Se TI in.tiis in( huling this one. there t,:is similler number If ;fl «.ptdit( us %, Ito
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Table 15
Reactions to talk when prefereiice controlled

Carleton Reluctant Hard to
Reaction to Talk 1st Choice Recruits Get
Greatly Increased 92% (87) 69% (29) 24% (38)
Slightly Increased 80% (99) 52% (48) 24% (44)
No Influence or Decreased 82% (73) 40% (30) 14% (51)

No Contact 78% (55) 52% (48) 10% (67)

An equally important aspect of the admissions process was the campus visit.
Sixty-five percent of the acceptances who visited the campus enrolled, compared
to only 41 percent of those who d id not. Since those who designated Carleton as their
first choice were the most likely to visit thc campus, one woukl expect that the effect of'
the visit on yiekl woukl decrease when colkge preference was controlled. In general,
that was true, as Table 16 shows:

Table 16
Influence of campus visit when preference controlled

Carleton Reluctant Hard to
Campus Visit 1st Choice Recruits Get

Yes 85% (241) 62% (81) 22% (104)
No 80% (94) 46% (81) 10% (119)

Without college pref. erence controlled, those who had visited the campus were 24
percent more likely to have enrolled. With college preference controlled, the largest
difference was found for "reluctant recruits,- who were 16 percent more likely to have
enrolled had they visited the campus. Thus, it appears that among groups similarly
disposed with respect to enrolling at Carleton, the effect of visiting the campus was
positive but small.

When acceptances' reactions to the visit were taken into account, however, the
eff ect of the visit provcd to be much greater. Table 17 below shows the percent who
enrolled at Carleton by reaction to the canlpus visit. Among acceptances who said
that the visit greatly increased their desire to attend,.78 percent attended. Among
those who said it had no influence a negative influence, only 29 percent enrolled
at Carkton a 51 percent differen, The reaction to the visit also remained strong
even after coHege preference was controlkd, as Table 18 shows on the following page.

Table 17

Reaction to campus Visit

Reaction to Visit Percent Enrolling
Greatly Increased Desire to Attend 78% (318)
Slightly Increased 53% (113)
No Influence or Decreased 27% (88)
No Visit 41% (372)

G 2
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Table 18
Reaction to visit when preference controlhq

Carleton Reluctant Hard to
Reaction to Visit lst Choice Recruits Get

Greatly Irmeased 90% (177) 70% (54) 43% (42)
Slightly Increased 88% (42) 42% (12) 8% (36)
No Influence or

Decreased 37% (19) 45% (20) 6% (31)

o study oi lefti would be complete %Nithout considering the impact of financial
aid. Two kinds Of data were thus obtained from acceptances about financial aid. The
first was their response to a (illeslimu ulunut whcilicr the 011(1 of financial aid had
been a positive ur negative influence on their decision. The second was whether or
not aid was in Lid offered. percent of the respondents indicated that die
offer of financial aid had no effect on dcir decisio, to enroll. while 25 percent said
that it had a positive effect, and 2.1 percent said that the effect was negative. As
before, howevet . actual yield rates must be examined before an effect GM be
attributed tu sume factor. As Table 19 slums, the response of' acceptances to the
financial anl offer, one was made. did ;diet I yield.

Table 19
Reaction to financial aid offer

Reaction to Aid Offer Percent Enrolling

Positive 64% (220)
No Infhience 55% (456)
Negative 43% (216)

The si/c of the effect remained the sante -- almut 20 percent for each subgroup
when «Mew. preference was controlled in die above relationship.'

Another way to look at this la( tor is to examine Yield percentages for different
actual financial aid categories, as shown in 1 able 20.

Table 2,0

Enrollees requesting and receiving aid
Aid Offer Percent Enrolling

Aid Olfered 63(...; 020)
No Aid Requested 53',4 (152)
Aid Requested but not Offeted :W:4 (119)

The data shows that vhen aid was offered. Carleton's cliancecl enrolling a
student was higher by 26 percent. Vhen college preference was controlled. however,
the el. [cut of im offer ()fait! decreased somewhat, as Fable 21 shows.



Table 2 1
Influence of aid when preference controlled

Carleton Reluctant Hard to
Aid Offer 1st Choice Recruits Get
Aid Offered 84% (147) 62% (47) 23% (69)
No Aid Requested 88% (153) 50% (94) 12% (113)
Requested,Not

Offered 64% (36) 50% (22) 10% (40)

Offers of aid had the greatest effect on those who held Carleton as a first choice.
and tlh fect ,vas mainly negative. That is. when financial aid was refused fOr
someone w'nose first hoice was Carleton. the chance of enrolling him decreased by
about 20 percent.

In addition to all of the above, analysis of the yield study showed that the
parents of acceptances were crucial to students when they decided whether or not to
attend Carleton. Forty-three percent of the acceptances said that their parents were a
source of information about Carleton; 26 percent said they were the first source; and
I 0 percent said that they were the most important source. More significantly, however,
parents' reactions to Carleton affect yield. Table 22 shows the percent of acceptances
who enrolled by parents reaction to Carleton, and Table 23 shows that the effect of
parents' reaction remains very strong Once college preference is controlled. Even
when Carleton was die student's first choice, if the parents' reaction was negative, the
probability of enrolling declined substantially. When piments had a positive reatlion
to Carleton, on the other hand, the yield was much higher in each of the three
categories of choice.

Table 22

Influence of parents' reaction to Carleton
Parents' Reaction Percent Enrolling
Greatly Increased Desire to Attend 77% (135)
Slightly Increased 65% (265)
No Influence or Decreased 41% (275)

kthle 23
Influence of parents when preference control/cc!

Carleton Reluctant Hard to
Parents' Reaction 1st Choice Recruits Get

Greatly Increased
Slightly Increased
No Influence or Decreased

96%
86%
67%

(70)
(115)
(82)

69%
63%
38%

(32)
(49)
(52)

29%
20%
16%

(21)

(56)
(96)
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Several other kinds of personal contacts also play part in determining
Galloon's yield. according to the survey. In particular, the role of the high school
counselor is important, as Table 2.1 indicates. When Carleton was it student's
first choice, the reaction of his high school counselor did not matter in his decision to
enroll or not. When Carleton was not the student's first choice, however, and
especially when a student had been rejected by his first choice, the reaction of the
high school counselor became very important. 'Hie problem is that students were
kss likdy to say that a high school counselor "greatly increased their desire to
attend" Carleton than they ,re likely to say that other things positively affected
their desire to attend. Only 10 percent said a high school counselor greatly increased
then desire to attend, as compared with 18 percent for parents, 30 percent for
present Carleton students, 22 percent for admissions personnel, and 40 percent for
the campus visit, Just .1 percent said (he high school counselor decreased their desire
to attend. Therefore, when high school counselors reacted imsitively to Carleton,
they affected yield.

Table 2.1
Influence of high school counselor

Carleton Reluctant Hard to
Reaction of H.S. Counselor ist Choice Recruits Get

Greatly Increased Desire 89% (27) 77% (22) 35% (20)
Slightly Increased 83% (64) 61% (33) 11% (44)
No Influence or Decreased 83% (154) 52% (64) -14% (93)

One of the consistent findings of the non-applicant study was the negative effect
Carleton's location has on students' desire to apply. So, too, does location negatively
ii ect yield. When a student defines location as a negative characteristic of
Carleton, he is less likely to enroll, even when Carleton is his first choice. For
example, 37 percent of the acceptances reported that they thought Cadeton's location
was a negative factor in their decision. Table 25 shows the effect location has on
Carleton's yield, even after the effects of college preference have been controlled. As
tinght be expected, Carleton's location was much more of a problem for acceptances
on the East Coast. Sixty-three percent of them saw it as a negative factor, while that
was true fOr (nay 52 percent of those from the West, 51 percent of' those from the
South, and 3 I percent of those from t he Midwest. While some of this response may be
attributed to distance away f rotn ;HHIle, at least an equal art of the negative reaction
must be caused by Minnesota's relatively bland landscape when compared with what
other states have to of. fer. This seems to be a particular problem for East Coast
students,

Table 25
Reaction to Carleton's location

Carleton Reluctant Hard to
Reaction to Location 1st Choice Recruits Get

Positive 86% (242) 62% (69) 29% (85)
Negative 74% (66) 41% (78) 7% (126)
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Discussion
Carleton's non-applicant and yield studies produced a myriad of findings which

illuminate different aspects of the Carleton admissions picture. Non-applicants who
had made sufficient contact with Carleton's admissions process to warrant a file were
found to be equally qualified and equally financially able to attend Carleton as
acceptances. As a group. however, they knew very little about Carleton, and sonie
clearly described an ideal college that differed in sonie important (to them) way from
Carleton. Carleton's marginality to its Eastern and Midwestern markets was also
demonstrated.

A nuinber of factors were also found to affect Carleton's vield, even afier initial
college preference was controlled. When Carleton was not a student's first choice,
the College enrolled a decreasing percentage of acceptances as their SAT scores
increased. Students from the East and West Coasts were less likely to enroll than
students from the Midwest and South. When a student had a positive contact with an
admissions representative, he was more likely to enroll, especially if' he was a
"reluctant recruit" (accepted at Carleton but not at his first choice). Regardless of
college preference. students who had a positive reaction to a campus visit were much
more likely to enroll when compared with those who said the campus visit had no
influence or dem .1sed their desire to attend. Parents' reaction to Carleton also
affected yield, as did the offer of financial aid. When Carleton was not the student's
lirst choice, a positive reaction to Carleton by the high school counsclor increased the
likelihood that a student would enroll. And filially. when students had a negative
reaction to Carleton's location, they were less likely to enroll.

What conclusions about admissions policy should be drawn f rom all of the
above? Sul fice to say, it is clear from the non-applicant study that there is an
untapped pool of qualified prospects who desire a college very much like Carleton
arid who even go so far as to contact a representative of the College. This group must
be pursued nmre aggressively. and some fraction must be turned into applicants.
Further, it is obvious f rom the yield study that certain types of action could increase
Carleton's yield. Most would involve increasing the percentage of positive contacts
students have with aspects of' the admissions process and decreasing the percentage
of negative contacts. While this may sound like a trivial conclusion. r1 ,reatest value
of the yield study lies in showing which of the many things that co -I reet yield
actually do. How to change the things which affect yield for the 1 not
something which can be deduced from this particular research.
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This report presents the findings of research conducted by the Minnesota
Private College Research Foundation before it developed a media campaign to
promote the general value of a liberal arts education and those private institutions
in the state intimately involved in ofThring one. Made possible by a grant from
Northwest Area Foundation, that campaign strategy will be made available to other
states on a nationwide basis in mid-1976 if it proves effective in Minnesota.

Before conducting such a media campaign indeed, in order to conceive and
produce one it was first necessary to understand, with some precision, how high
school seniors perceive liberal arts colleges. To this end, the Minnesota Private
College Research Foundation directed Mid-Continent Surveys to conduct a personal
interview survey of high school seniors ranking in the upper-third of their class. Two

)graphic areas were designated for interviews so that the data would reflect no
s.ogle educational, ethnic or economic bias.

With the survey inf. rmation in hand, two important objectives coldd be met.
First, it would be possible 16 create a media message that would reinforce the
perceived strengths of private colleges and also supplement the general perception
with additional information.

Secondly, it would provide baseline data against which the campaign's
effectiveness could be measure(I. This was I() be achieved by repeating the survey a
year afier the media campaign had been conducted.

As important as these objectives were, however, there was yet another benefit to
be derived from the survey information: to the hest of our knowledge, it was one of
the few first-hand market surveys of high school students' perceptions of' private
colleges.

Furthermore, the survey ascertained how high school students make
post-secondary educational decisions, how they perceive private colleges to be
different from university and state-supported colleges, and filially how they judge
the advantages and disadvantages of' each higher educational system.

Faculties and administrators should be aware of these perceptual "facts": if for,
no other reason, they sometimes provide re-confirmation of present assumptions.
Where present assumptions are not confirmed, it is hoped that the college or
university will re-examine itself' and ask what that discrepancy might mean in the
future.

e9
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AtIPtiN

Research methodology
1. Sampling

The population sampled was high school seniors in the upper one-third of'
class in schools located in the ten-county Twin Cities area and in the Austin-Albert
Lea area.

In the Twin Cities area, both public and private high schools were included in
the sampling frame. However, six public high schools were not included because
names of seniors and/or their class ranks were not available. In the Austin-Albert
Lea area, all public and private high schools were included.

After eliminating those students in each school who were at or below the 66
percentile ranking for their school, the staff of Mid-Continent Surveys selected a
systematic sample, using a random start and skip interval.

For every "target" student selected in this fashion, an alternate student was
selected to he interviewed (in case the target student was not available or refused to
participate).

This sampling procedure resulted in a proportionate sample i.e., the number
of students sampled from a given school was in the same proportion as the school's
number of qualified (upper one-third) students relative to the total number of
qualified students in the universe.

2. Interviewing
All interviewers who worked on this project attended a briefing session

conducted by Mid-Continent Surveys' Interviewing Director. At this session, the
sampling procedure and questionnaire instructions were explained in detail, and
model interviews were conducted.

A total of 400 personal interviews 300 in the Twin Cities and 100 in the
Austin-Albert Lea area were completed in high school seniors' homes between
February 28 and April 4, 1975.

All completed questionnaires were edited for completeness and internal
consistency, and 10 percent of the interviews were validated by sending a postal
card to the student verifying the interview.

.3. Data tabulation
'Hue completed questionnaires were cockd fin electronic tabulation; the data

were keypunched and verified; and the data were computer-tabulated.
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Summary of research
College or not?

At the time of" the survey. 99 percent of the 400 students* had determined what
they wanted to do after graduation. Sixty-eight percent stated that they were
planning to attend a four-year college or university; 24 percent were planning to
attend either a junior college or a vocational-technical school; and 9 percent were
planning to get a .job or enter the military service. Males were more inclined to enroll
at a college or university (79 percent) than females (62 percent). Parents who had
attended college produced children more likely to attend college (83 percent) than
children of non-collegiate parents (51 percent). In terms of household income,
88 percent of the students from families in the $25,000 and above group planned
to attend college, 71 percent of" those in the S I 5,0W--$24,000, and only 54 percent of'
students in the below SI5,000 category. Seventy-three percent of the Twin Cities
students, as compared to 54 percent of the Austin-Albert Lea students, planned to
enroll at a college or universit.
When students make the decisWn

Referring to the 334 students who had decided to attend a four-year institution,
15 percent first began thinking about it before their junior year, 47 percent
during their junior year, and 37 percent during their senior year. There is little
influence of such factors as geographic location, sex, household income or parents'
education on the issue of lieu students begin thinking about attending college.

Number of institutWns considered
The students were asked hr or- many colleges or universities they had considered.

The median was thrce: 8 percent considered only one, 29 percent considered two,
36 percent considered three. 17 percent considered fOur, and 10 percent considered
five or more.

What types of colleges and universities have you considered, and why?
Type of Institution Considered

State State Junior Private
WHY? College College College

Have courses that interest me 50% 44% 5%36 41%
Quality of education 27 12 42
Tuition and costs 28 20 37 4
Financial aid is available 3 3 1 6
Location is nearby 48 18 54 27
Parents/relatives went there 13 20 13 32
Small school and classes 9 18 16 27
Visited and like it 9 17 4 21

It is a church-related college -) 5 26

(Number of students) (234) (132) (79) (182)

From the above data, it appears that the private college competes with the
university** in the wnsideration process of students. While the university appears to
offer the advantage of courses of" interest. close location, lower tuition and quality of"
education, a private college is perceived as offering the advantage of a higher

`E.11 thi ckc I (Illt"111111tt .11111 I/I t'll11. the ls()1(1"strldc111(,)- %sill lel cr III high se botch mcnielis %vim rank
ic.nicinie,111% it Ow it ii ,11(1,1

rim (.1,iir 11111%(1111t,, 11(11 as Ihe

rifirri-snr it \Vim umsin '1 Niddis"11. the I .111te1,11% tcl .
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quality education, courses of interest, small classes and campus, close location,
and church-relatedness.

Number of colleges ami universities applied to
iowever vague and ill-defined the word "considered" may he, the term "applied

to" is quite specific. Here the study, most of which was conducted during the month
of March 1975, fOund that 52 percent of the senior students had applied to one
college or university, 19 percent had applied to two, an(l 10 percent had applied to
three or more. Students from households with incomes below $15,000 tennied to
apply to only one or two 70 percent), while those above $25,000 were far more apt to
apply to three or m, institutions (20 percent) than the below $15,000 income
level (6 pc! mt).

Role of parcut(s) in the student's decision process
Each student was asked about the role his or her parents played in his choosing

a college or university. Apparently parents have little more than a suggestive
influence. None stated that the parent "really made the choice for me," and only 6
percent of the students said parents strongly urged a specific school. The majority
(52 percent) stated that the parental role was one of "suggesting one or more schools"
%chile 12 percent stated there was "no parental influence on my decision."

Parents who had attended a private liberal arts college tended to be more
direcdve in the "suggestion process" than university parents. Here 69 percent of the
private college parents "suggested one or more schools" as compared to 51 percent
for the upiversity parents. The same percentage spread exists when comparing
household incomt, with those above S25,000 being more suggestive than those with
income below S15,000 (64 percent vs. 46 percent).

Which parent was 'non: influential
Of the 58 percent who stated that the parent(s) Imci influenced the decision,

32 percent credited both parents; 15 percent said it was mostly or all mother; and 12
percent said it was mostly or all father. But here again, as in the prior question,
household Mc( mie is a factor. Four percent of students from households below $15,000
stated that the father was primarily the influencer, as compared to 20 percent
for students in the $25.000 and above category. Twenty-one percent of the under
S15.000 category said it was all or mostly mother. as compared to only 9 percent
for the S25,006 and over category. The under $15,000 category received the least
influence from both parents and the over $25,000 received the most.

How did parents influence your decision?

Yes Parent(s) Did Influence Me
all or mostly father

. all or mostly mother

. both parents equaHy

No Parent(s) Did Not
Influence me

Number ot Students
*Se%(il prItutil 1! 111,1,111, 111,1

Household Income
Total

Student Under
Sample $15,000

12% 49
11 11

32 24

42 51

$15,000-
$24,999

12%
14
31

44

100%

(151)

l%11111(1

$25,000
Or Above

20%
9

40

29

100% 100%

(334) (87)
tilt 1,111111% 1111,i711(..111(111, perle111

100%

(72r

reVe.11 the
11114,1111'
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Familiarity with Minnesota's state scholarship program
In view of the fact that 57 percent of the students are planning to finance a portion

of their educational costs with a scholarship, familiarity with the Minnesota State
Schola hip Program could be crucial in helping them finance the more costly types
of edu( ation or to even consider a private college.

Ninety-two percent knew that Minnesota has a scholarship progra: 1, but oniy
17 percent were "very familiar" with it. The remaining 83 percent ranged from
being "somewhat" (37 percent) to "not at all familiar" (11 percent).

Students from household incomes of below $25,000 are more familiar with it
than those above $25,000 by a 2 to 1 ratio. Comparing the under $15,000 category
with the $15,000$24,999 category, there appears to be equi,A fimtiliarity. Overall,
45 percent of the students either did not know about the program, did not know if
they were eligible, or believed that they were ineligible.

How familiar are you with the Minnesota State Scholarship Program?

..... Total
Household Income

Student
Sample

Under
$15,000

$15,000-
$24,999

$25,000
or Above

Very familiar 17% 23% 19% 11%
Somewhat familiar 37 41 40 25
A little familiar 27 21 26 36
Not at all familiar 11 9 0 14

Don't know if Minnesota has a program 8 6 7 14

100% 100% 100% 100%
Number of Students (334) (87) (151) (72)

Are you eligible for the Program?

Total
Household Income

Student Under $15,000- $25,000
Sample $15,000 $24,999 or Above

Yes 55% 70% 59% 35%
No 18 6 19 31

Don't know 19 18 15 21

Don't know if Minnesoto has a program 8 6 7 14

100% 100% 100% 100%
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Most important frictors that students consider when chi :Mg a college
Each student was asked to prioritize 15 factors that he or she might weigh in

choosing a college using the Polychagnostic Technique. That is, the student was
asked to select three of 15 factors which.were most important to him/her. Then,
(corn the remaining 12, the student selected the three which were next most important,
etc. 'Ffiese factors are listed below in order of most to least important, along with
their index numbers (nmst important was weighed 100, least important was
weighed 0).

What did you consider in choosing a college?
Number of Students (334) (87)
School ranks high scholastically and has good facilities in the
field in which I am interested
The tuition ar d fees are within my budget
It is a school which offers many choices for a major
The school has small-sized classes with a good student-faculty ratio
The school is very good in placing graduates in jobs and/or in getting
their students into graduate school
It is a small school where you get to know the students and faculty
More scholarships and financial aids are available there
The students have a great deal of personal freedom
The people associated with the college contacted me and made me feel
I was really wanted there
My erents or family really want me to go there
My high school teacher/counselor urged me to go there
My friends are going there
The school is far enough away from my home
I like their athletic programs and may be able to get on the team
School has a religious tradition

(151) (72)

89

68

65

65

63

54

49

48

42

34

25

24

21

21

19

It appears from this rank ordering that the students place primary emphasis
on the quality of their education. Next comes the cost of attending college, the
variety of majors, and the smallness of classes or student-to-faculty ratio. The fact
that a college has a religious tradition or an athletic i.rogram ranks at the bottom
of the scale.

First choice (Aye or uniz,ersity and why
The interview p; ocess began by questioning which types of colleges or

universities the student had caaNidered; next, which one(s) the student had applied to;
and finally, assuming that there would be no problem in being admitted, which
college or university is the first choice.

The university was the most popular "first choice" of 40 percent of the students,
and a private college was the first choice of 32 percent of the students. The third
most popular was a .junior college (first choi(e of' 16 percent), followed by a state
college (12 percent).

Among Twin Cities students, there is a stronger preference for the university
and private colkges than the total group, and a weaker one for either junior or state
colleges. 'Hie impact of a junior college on its surrounding community is perceptible
in the case of Austin-Albert Lea. llere t he ,junior college (presumably Austin State
junior ( ollege) displaces the private college as being the second most popular
nistitution. Nfalcs were mut h more inclined to select a private college than females
(41 percent 1,.s. 2( erccnt).

Despite their increased ability to afford a private college, students from the
wealthiest families were more inclined to attend the university. Students from
households below $15,000 were the least interested in private colleges.
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What type of college do you prefer?
Home is Sex Family Income

Student
Sample

Twin
Cities

Austin
Albert Lea Male Female

Under
$15,000

$15,000-
$24,999

$25,000
and Over

State U 40% 42% 33% 43% 37% 37% 38% 44%
State Col. 12 9 23 6 16 14 14 8
Jr. Col. 16 11 29 8 21 23 16 6
Pr. Col. 32 35 21 41 26 13 34 38
Don't know/
not sure 3 4 4 3 3 1 7

102% 101% 105% 102% 102% 100% 103% 103%
NUMBER OF
STUDENTS (334) (254) (80) (134) (200) (87) (151) (72)*

The data were collected and arranged it) a manner allowing for analysis of'
out-migration from the state, which is an issue of increasing importance since
reciprocal agreements have been arranged among state-supported institutions in
Minnesota, Wisconsin, and North and South Dakota. Of the 334 students who
intend to enroll this fall, 255 ;could do so in Minnesota, while 72 would leave the
state. Of the 72 students, about half intended to attend an out-of-state university and
half would attend an out-of-state private college.

Why is the university your first choice?
After the student was asked for his or her "first choice," reasons for the choices

were solicited on an open-ended basis. The top three university-related factors ar( 1)

(ourse offerings of interest. 2) cost, and 3) close to home.
Surprisingly little mention is made of the quality of education (14 percent),

academic recognition (8 percent), low student-teacher ratio (2 percent), or good
faculty (5 percent). These data show a major inconsistency between the students'
original emphasis on quality (see page 9) and why they selected the university.
However, the cost issue remains consistendy important.

Advantages of the university?

Have courses I am interested in/they have a good . . .

Department/Program

Total
Student
Sample

53%
Not as expensive/with my budget 30
Close to home/close by 29
Variety of classes/more majors 15

Quality of education good academically/one of the best 14

Small/not too big 13
Has a good reputation/scholastic recognition/a good name/prestige 8
Good teachers/faculty 5

Student/teacher ratio small 2

(Base for percentages) (132)

NOTE: Other advantages were given but none received more than 8%.

^tic%ell pettrIn thr students dui .t Istitus the !moil% Intuntr, mid Itsu pc1,-Iu would not rveal tic

Iduul% 11111/111C.
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Perceived disadvantages of the university
At the same time that students were asked about the advantages of each

institutional type, they were also asked about the disadvantages. The group viewed
the major disadvantage of the university as being "too big," (43 percent) followed by
"less personal attention" (34 percent), and "impersonal" (27 percent), "classes too
large" (23 percent), aml "cannot get to know anyone as well" (19 percent). All of
these perceived disadvantages are a function of the university's size, which is
apparently so overwhelming to the students that very few other disadvantages
received more than a couple of percentage points.

Disadvantuges of the university?
Tota/

Student
Sample

First Choice is
Private
College University

School is too big 43% 40% 44%

Less personal attention 34 40 32

Impersonal 27 34 24

Classes too large. 23 25 22

Cannot get to know anyone as well 19 25 13

BASE FOR PERCENTAGES (334) (106) (132)

NOTE: Other disadvantages were given, but none received more than 9 % response.

The university-bound student group appears to be consistently less concerned
than the private college group about less personal attention, an impersonal nature,
and difficulty in getting to know others.

Why is a private liberal arts college your first choice?
Like the university-bound students, those selecting a private college (106 in all)

most frequently cited the availability of courses as a reason (45 percent). But while the
university group listed cost as the next reason, private college students listed quality
of education and friendly people or atmosphere as second and third, with cost being
one of the least mentioned reasons, and there is also greater emphasis on a close
student-teacher ratio (9 percent vs. 2 percent for the university), and good teachers (16
percent vs.-5 percent for the university). The fourth most frequent response was
"smallness," followed by the religious background of the college. Across all types,
students gave little mention to "good job placemem following graduation." Evidently,
vocationalism is not a burning issue with the college-bound high school senior.

Advantages of private colleges?

Have courses I am interested iiilthey have a good .

Total
Student
Sample

Department/Program 45%

Quality of the education good academically/one of the best 25

Friendly/friendly people/atmosphere 22

Small/not too big 21

Has religion/is a church college 18

Has a good reputation/scholastic reputation/good name/prestige 17

Good teachers/faculty 16

(Base for percentages) (1oE.
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Perceived disadvantages of private' colleces
The major disadvantage of the private college is perceived to be "high

tuition/too expensive" (69 percent). "Fwo other disadvantages received moderate
notice: "You can get isolated or sheltered there" (15 percent) and limited curriculum
(11 percent). Few other reasons were cited.

Disadvantages of private college?

Total
Student
Sample

First Choice is

Private
College University

High tuition/too expensive 69% 75% 69%
You can get isolated or sheltered there 15 20 11
Limited curricuum 11 10 14
(Base for percentages) t334) (106) (132)

NOTE: Other disadvantages were given, but none received more than 9% response.
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Conclusions
The research findings provided for the development of a media campaign with

the following characteristics:
1. The target population for the advertisements was qualified (i.e. to include
those.juniors and s(niors in high school ranking in the upper third of their class
who do not consider attending any private liberal arts college). This target
group represents 45Y of the uppel ,!iird student population. Parents of the
above group are considered to be an nportant secondary target group.
2. The missMn of the campaign was defl l. as being to increase the number of
students who comider applying to one or :Imre private colleges.
3. It was agreed that the campaign message should'assume that students already
know about the quality of learning opportunities at private colleges. The
message should underscore the "smallness" of the colleges and suggest the
potential benefits of a liberal arts education when considering graduate school
admissions or succeeding in a vocation. Finally, the campaign message should
appeal to the intellect by asking the student to take a closer look at private
colleges and the availability of financial aid, rather than assuming that an
education at a private liberal arts college cannot be afforded.
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Drake University, the largest private university in the upper Northwest
eight-state region, is located in Des Moines, Iowa. Since 1968 its full-time equivalent
undergraduate enrollment has fluctuated between 4,510 and 4,944, with a total
graduate and undergraduate enrollment of over 6,000. The university is comprised of
six undergraduate colleges Liberal Arts, Pharmacy, Business, Fine Arts,
Education and journalism plus a Graduate School, Law School and a Colkge for
Continuing Education. The school has no rdigious affiliation. The University
accepts 80 percent of its applicants, 77 percent of whom actually enroll.

Unlike many private colleges, Drake currently does not have a severe problem
with dechinng enrollment. However, with a view toward the lean days to come,
college personnel concluded that the most appropriate measure to be taken by
Drake to avoid future difficulties would be to improve the retention rate at the
University, particularly with regard to the freshman-sophomore years. 'Finis, upon
the inception of Northwest Area Fmindation's Independent College Program in
1973, Drake submitted a grant proposal to the Foundation for an admissions and
retention project at the University. The proposal was accepted and funded fOr
S93,199 in 1973 and was renewed the following vear at S96,300.

The Drake University Admissions and Retention Year I Project, implemented
(hiring the 1973-7-1 ademic year. Addressed three major objectives: to increase the
number of applications; to improve yield; and to improve freshman-sophonmre
retention. This paper, how, ill deal exclusively with the third objective, which
received a major proporti( time and money allocated to the entire Project.
Drake delineated four prim,,, tivities which were undertaken during the year to
improve retention, as outlined in Table I.

Table I
Project description

OBJECTIVE: To reduce attrition between freshman and sophomore years

MEANS: A. Devise means of early prediction of potential academic difficulties

B. Create team of special faculty advisors for exit-prone students
1. Train advisors, provide with materials
2. Establish 24-hour advising hot line

C. Develop efficient exit interview system
1. Refine flow chart for withdrawals
2. Train exit interviewers

D. Construct probability tables regarding grade prediction for freshman courses

A method of predicting pifiential academic difficulties was to be devised and utilized
to single out the new freshmen who would be prone to withdraw from the
University. These exit-prone students would be assigned to a specially trained team
of faculty advisors while the other freshmen would participate in the established
advising system. Hans were also made to construct grade prediction probability
tables to assist th isors. In addition to the above measures, plan.s were made to
develop an , sIt interview system for those students who did withdraw from
Drake.

In order to bet,r coordinate all aspects of the retention project, Drake fOrmed
the Hi li Advisory I; it which accepted responsibility for organizing and
implementing funded projects related to advising and retention.' The retention
program subsequently begun by the Unit consisted of four ttmjor activities.

' unic (,) inn Ku nil,. ,i,<<, re-named the Northwest Area

Foundannn. I-he MU [nu ha,. n undei the dile( tinti il [Act eit L. , !Simi t,iI Assistant In the

l't esnierit for At adenth 'ii Drake , %line its in«ptinn.
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First, Drake devised a means of predicting which studems would be prone to
exit and/or probably experience academic difficulties. By utilizing SAT/ACT prof&
information. Drake was able to idemily eight variables charactcHstic or withdrawing
students as Opposed to persisting students:

did not participate in high school honors programs,
did not desire to participan in a rniversity honors program,
desned holp in mat hematit s,
had an :VA. composite I 9,

did not desire help to find work (a .jobi,
did not seek financial aid,
did not desire to participate ill a rehgious grouptml
planned to have a car on campus.

This information, combined vith scores on a retention index device and the
results obtained 1.10111 available grade point average prediction formulas, served as a
basis for the srlection of 283 exit-prone students in the fall 1 973 freshman class of
895.

Till! tuv-year experin lent
Can a ,;(-11. )1 with a relatively high attrition rate effect a positive change by

encouraging faculty/student interaction? If Faculty members are trained to be mitre
ef f et int' .Idvisors, will this influence the etimllment departure decisions Of students?

The interactive techniques utilized in faculty advising, counseling and
orientation activities 3uggest that a research strategy based on a high level of
faculty/student interaction may be a promising method of reducing student
attrition.
Experimolt I (First year)

methwt. A team of 1 It faculty members, representing each of the six
undergraduate colleges, was selected by their respective collt.ge deans to participate in
this program. Each team faculty member participated in a weekly one-hour training
session For the first semester. The second semester training sessions consisted ()lease
studies in a biweekly class. Each Project faculty member was required to meet with
his advisees during the first week of classes and regularly in a two-week sequence
thereafter.

SubjechA total of 300 students, classified as "exit-prone,- was identified before
matriculation in the fall of 1973. These sludents were identified tin the basis of low
rank in high school class, low lest scores, or low scores on a device reputed to
identify non-persisting students. A cohort group from the other 600 freshmen
matriculating at this time was also identified. Although matching on the basis of
ability was not pos,able, students were controlled on the basis of sex, college of'
enrollment, and lack of previous college experience.

PI-wet/we. 'Hie advisors of die 311(1 exit-prone students agreed to meet with their
advisees regularly. These advisors were provided with training in interviewing,
program-planning, use of University resources for students, information relating to
the probability of student success in a given course, exit interview training, and
inierlmerolion of test information. Control students saw advisors on a Schedule of
their own devising.

8 2
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Experiment 2 (Second year)
Method. The team of' advisors handling the experimental sections in this phase

was increased to 27 front the six undergraduate colleges. This r,duced the number
of advisees per advisor from 18/1 to 11/1. The training routine was similar to that
described in Experiment 1.

Subjects. A cross-sectional design was instituted for this program. Students were
selected through use of a stratified sampling technique with each student in the
experimental group matched with a control student on the basis of ability as well as
college of' enrollment, sex, and lack of previous college experience.

1??ru1ts. "How many times did vou meet with 'your advisor?" Students living in
dormito7ies were asked this question just prior to the December holidays in both
years of the Project. As shown in Table 2, the experimental group had the benefit of
a higher number of contacts with their advisors than did those in the control group.
In botl experiments the dHerence is significant and may actually be underestimated
silice no contacts greater than seven years were included.

Table 2

Summary of advising co.acts between
freshmen resident students and their faculty advisors'

Project Segment Group N No. of Centatis Mean

Experiment 1 Experimental 2(;, 48 4.6*
Control 626 1688 2.7

Experiment 2 Experimental 78 406 5.2'
Control 77" 145 1.9

Difference significant at the .05% level.
Data gathered in December ot each year.
Sample taken from total group.

An anaiysis of those students who withdrew while a term was still in session, or
who failed to return bit- the semester immediately following (excluding summer
school), is displayed in -Fah', :1.

Table 3

Attriiion summary for freshi,,en students
taken at key points during the academic year

Project Segment Group N
Fall

WithD.
Spring
Non-R

Spring
WithD.

9 Mos.
Total

Summer
Losses

12 Months
Total

Experiment Exp 2. ri-
mental 284 13 12 5 30' 5.5 85

Control 626 26 58 22 106' 26 132

136 81 =217

Experiment 2 Experi-
mental 286 6 10 5 21 35 56'

Control 268 5 17 0 22 51 73'
Cohort 346 26 7 9 42 53 95

- 85 139 =224

`ntitclect, es signtli(ant ,i( the 115'; le\ el



Iii Experiment I the students in the experimental group (exit-prone) tended to
sustain enrollment while the academic Year was in progress. (As a matter of fact, the
difference between the two groups at the end of May in year one was signifi(:ant.) In
Experiment 2, differen«..s between the experimental and control groups for the
same period are not major during the academic year. However, a significantly
higher number of students from the experimental group returned for
the sophomore year. The "cohort" category is included in Table 3 to provide
comparative data on the total withdrawal and non-returnee data for the two years in
question.

Wert. students in the experimental group more satisfied with the advising which
they received? An examination of Table 1 suggests an aft irmative response. A
sample of" each group for both years of the experiment was asked to respond to an
inquiry routine of 17 items which was referred to locally as the "Advisor Perception
Inventory-.

Table 4

Advisee satisfaction summary based upon
significant differences from a 17-item inquiry routine

Project Segment Group N Items Significantly Favorable

Experiment 1 Experimental
Control

First Admin. N Second Admin.

181 15* 105 7"
100 0

Experiment 2 Experimental 173 14* 19 0

Control 120 C 26 0

Difference significant at the .05% level.

IIii content of the AI'l is fairly straightforward, with such questions as: "N1y
advisor has heen readily available for consultation; My advisor has been
well-prepared for each mecting; and My advisor has been actively helpful and has
heen genuinely concerned akin; my welfare". "1"he numb,r of" these items favoring
the experhnental advisors is imp;-;:ssive.

Disc usAion. When a student is satisfied with the quality of advising which he has
received, does this appear to have an effect upon his enrollment decisions?
Experiment I suggests that tlw answer "yes" for exit-prone students during rhe
academic year. When the same treatment is applied to a cross section of students
(Experiment 21 the iinswer appears to, be -no" during the school year but "ves" upon
the enrollnient hit the sophomore year. Early indications are that the '...ing-range
effects mav be negligible. hut f urther study will be required to identify re-enrollment
patterns fot those students who have !wen the recip;cnts of varied itch:sing
procedures.

An additional sidelight is illustrated by examining Cu: GPAs of I NI exit-prone
-.,ndents IUh )thOF keslimen. Both groups of freshmen vere divided according to
ollege and sex. III t'vCry tin //red/dr(' GPAti StIldents Wcre

imver (him thost t)f. the other freshmen. as expet le(!. I 1()wcve1, afier fall semester (d.

I 973, the (;P.As obtained by 111C11 in fot,. of the six colleges and by women in hvo of
the six were comparable to the GPAs obtained bv other freshmen. The average
GPAs of HP exit-prone students was 2.98, as «impared to an ax craw.. of 3.07 for
other freshmcn. nuliciites that, in some cases, the improv( advising of the
Hill exit-prone students perhaps stimulated them to perform above expectations.
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The third measure taken by Drake to improve retention was to refine the exit
interview iind withdrawal system. A flow chart illustrating procedures for
withdrawing from Drake was developed and made available for interested students
and faculty members. Also, a close examination of needed or helpfld information
obtainable from withdrawing students resulted in the development of an exit
interview form, which was administered to each ,student leaving Drake in conjunction
with an interview conducted by a trained counselor. Subsequent to the student's exit,
a letter was sent to the former student expressing concern, along with a re-admission
reply card. Four of the 130 students who received such letters re-enrolled in bill 1974.

Fourth, Drake developed a series of grade prediction matrices to enable faculty
advisors to better counsel their advisees in academic matters. Each freshman course
had its own matrix illustrating the probable gradcs that would be received by
students in that class accordie; to their composite ACT scores and high school
GPAs. Au exiunple is provided in Figure (1). These matrices were developed during
the summer of 1974 and utilized the following school year, particularly in the spring
of 1975. Both faculty members as a whole and the faculty advisors expressed
reservation regarding the use of the matrices feeling that certain classes or
faculty might be "officially- stereotyped and that opportunities for challenging
experiences -jght bc limited for students. However, the matrices were kept
confidential and were used primarily to caution a student agaUist registering for
several courses simultaneously in which he has a vet v low probability for success.
Faculty reaction to this use of the matrices was verv favorable.

Figure (1)

Chances in 100
of obtaining "C" or Ingher in

A
HIGH SCHOOL GPA

20 and above 99
(1001

25 ")9 92 97
(100) (100)

20 .)4 63 75 89
(91) (84) (100)

19 43 58

(5)) (92)

15 and below 29
(55)

Observed frequencies are e):pressed in parentheses. contdyming less than five
'bservations were not repo,tA.
II no information is available on the s1edent, chances of gettiig a 'C' oi igher are 76
out of 100.

The expected withdrawal rate from this co .irse is 15%. The typir .11 withdrawee had an
ACT composite score of 22 and a "B" high school GPA.

The purpose of these four activities was to improve retention at Drake
specificalb, li.esInnateto-sophomore retention. This objective was itccom plished, as
indicated in TaNe Fe Th- retention rate for fall 1973 freshmen who returned as
sophomores in fall of 1974 was 76 percent, significantly higher than that of the
previous five years.2
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Fres Innan-sophomore retention at Drake
Number of
Freshmen

Number Returning
as Sophomores

Retention
Rate

1%8 Freshmen 1 i:7 707 62%
1%9 Freshmen 1133 832
1970 Freshmen 1185 856
1971 Freshmen !252 897 72%
1072 Freshmen 1062 729 69%
197_ Freshmen 895 678 76%
1974 Freshmen 900 676 75%

Several whet items not spec:fically noted in Drake's project proposal were
achieved in the pro( ess o! carrying out the proposed activities. The flill Advisory
("nit develope(I an exRaisive l)ibliography On academic advisnig and retention, fOr
example, ;Ind surveyed other iowa colleges regarding retention practices and
coil, erns. A rekuition newsle;,,... "Retain," was developed and printed for
dis Umtion mm intere,rcd and persons On a (prat telly basis. The newsletter
(m>lHa i elevam utti. i as admissions and reit lion conference reviews.
article FL.% ml cicscrij . plartko.'5 undel taken by other colleges to improve
their reteici Hie i)(tI a ['nit also spenswcd and hosted two retention
conferenc, ourrtg the 197:i -74 Prole. .c:ar and tcvo more in the spring of 1975,
wt. attended b% other coilegi. j,1 1. irca. ttendance ranged from
peocie from 29 institutions n, opte 1,oni institutions, The conferences
scr,a.d in Mullah s a lo.:.ro tor the disc ussion of problems, methods and ideas

0% Mg reteulioo.
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SHOlin's rnisersity a liberal arts university for men located 8o miles
northwest Of Minneapolis, Minnesota. Sponsored by the Benedictines of St. John's
Abbey, the University is closely linked vith the neighboring College ol St. Benedict
through an extensive cooperative education program.

St. john's has experienced annual enrollment increases since 1968, and fall
enrollment statistics in 1971 rcached a peak of 1,830 full-time equivalent students.
The attrition of these enrolled students, however, has no rated. By the end of the
1972-73 school year. One out of every 11%ci freshmen was withdrawing from St.

.john's an increase Of 8 percent ov(r the previous yea. I)isturbed It% %vhat
appeared to be a trend towat d even greater attrition, f. John's approached the
Northwest Area humdation with a proposal for a program that would enable the
University to investigate the (auses of attrition and to search for solutions to this
«unmon problem during 111c 1973 -7'1 academic year.

The St..john's admissions staff began to investigate their attrition problem by
identifying exit-prone freshmen; then they asked all on-campus agencies to visit
isith each student w10) indicated that he might discontim.t.' 'ns studicit

however, a series of interviews indicated that St. John's needed more
inform.fflon regarding why students leave. A questionnaire was developed and
distributed to freshmen and sophomores who had not returned to St. John's in the
fall of 1973. Nearly 80 percent OF the freshmen and 50 percent of the sophomores
responded to the questionnaires. A .summarS' of their reasons for leaving is shown
in Table 1.

Tabli' 1

Sun/Mary of responses given for leaving St, John's
REASON fOR L EmVI NC FRESHMEN

N (%,

SOPHO,A.ORES

N

Financial aid was insufficient 22 20 :8 25

Undecided about major 16 15 6 7

Emotional or personal problems 13 12 8 I 1

Limited social opportunities I 1 10 8 11

Dissatisfied with availabie courses ,,f study 9 8 5 4

Pre-professional program had to transfer 8 7 7 8

Not interested in college 7 0 4 5

Rural location 7 6 3 4

Academically too difficult 5 5 0 0

Other Reason, not specified 12 11 - '17 23

110 100%TOTAL 100% 73

Total number of respons( s.;iven exceed number of students resp ,nelin4 as some
Lctudents iistcd multiple reasons for their withdrawal.

Alth( ugh insufficient financial aid was the most frequently mentioned rea5on
for leaving, it really zppeared as '..te okily reason. Often "insufficient fimalcial aid"
was couplcd with "wide( filed about major- and/or with "dissatisfaction %vith available
murses of stut!..- Sophomore and I resliman rcyonscs %%Aire remarkably similar with
the ex«iption that sophomoi es appear to be more sure of thci cadentic progratns.
Sophomoi es expressed a wider variety il' reasons for leaving, often el.i.borating on
them.

Students were urged to ex,,mi upon their reasons for leaving St. John's in this
manner in tIn' hope that they would search mort' deeply into their deuisions..fheir
comments HI int i three categories: financial ditticului -.. tinsatisfactory social or
( ultural lite, and nide( ision concerning academiL iiians and vocational choice. For
exampIe. one ex-student noted that, "St. lolin..1 i., "ri II. academically oriented, bu.' the
arad orientahon rc aperprial. With ,alv 2,000 trople at St. john'., Mr degree ol difference
In inilivalual, t anall.- .Anot her cx- II dttitt% re!' irked that "in order to he able to



attend 111,1 I hod lei lake out o tinge Ivan, owl I didn't think that I (mild a/lord to take
(Inodic). large one /or dm yew." Allot In.!. candidly dcscrilwd his first year al Si U as -(7
Int 01 111(11% (Ill. 11'as U'asltrig Pfl V lime y011n. /Oiled Ihe ACII(MI, hill I'm Ivo
wider idrd as to idiot I nwit to do with nip, / cco.sti't rea(Iy to get down to u,ork."

1)espite Ow hwt that 15 percent of the freshmen left St.lohn's because they were
undecided about t major, 70 percent of the freshman questionnaire respondents
and 65 percent of the sophomore respondents who left St. John's have continued
their education at another school. However, nearly three-fourths of these students
transferred to public institutions fati consistent with the most common reason
For leaving --- %%inch )) as insufficient financial aid (see Table !)

Another a)parent factor affecting St. John's attrition rale %yds the emu; gence
a number of students 11() enrolled with the thought of' remaining fol only one to
two vedis Some indicated that they were enrolled in a pre-prof essicuial program and
planned to transfer after one. Rvo or three vcars. ()t hers indicated that they preferred
Ic) study for one year in a small school n) get settled before transferring to another
school. In fa( t, 27 ,)erccint of the Freshmen and soblionibic Ieft
that they had planned to ;mewl SJ1 for t %co years oi

CoMparls(Ws f studolts Z141) Zeithdre'W With t110-;I: ?elk) lkTSiStt'ti
Following the interviews and questionnaire surveys. the St. John's staff began to

question whether the students %yi() vithclrew %%TIT different from those %dm persisted.
Perhdps their I:null\ income %vas smaller and Ihis :if fected then- decision, or perh,,ps
the\ did not re«i% ,ts 1111k h aid as those persisted. In order to
make these comparisons. JI personnel chose the previous year's freshman cldss for
the ,indlysis. Thc! students who withdrew from this ! iss and those %dm persisted
%yen. compared using the folio)) ing eight vdt idbles:

type of high sc hool ,ittelicled
geogidphic location of student's home town
sire ol high sc hool 1.,rdditating (lass
Lund) income
high s, In ,i )1 rank
ACT owl), :te swre
:old! findb(ial did ,t));11.(1
cillege (:1),A

esiihs inch( died lc)) dillercii«, between those studeni who villiclrew
those %%hi) persisted. The t% pc II high school ;mended, the geographic origin,
siie of the gidcludting c Liss, and the le% el of family income verc not related to

hol%Cl (T, high (II()()I itrk ACT (1)1111)i)Sitr more, linanciil
,I! tIrl; ( 11111 lip ( )IIR Iiht dif I 'flt I'S between those vhc)

It. :' It I

1111%\ Stl1(11111`, ith ;es, dcademic abilu% .11'(! MM.('
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2 ((impales die high hool those .1 persisted with the tank of those
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F111\ se% ell I/C1 I 1110st %%.111) IICIs1s1C(1 ,I1 'Jt N\ t' 111 111C 1011 25 pOrucill

!hell Itirnl st !hurl gt adtIming ( lass ,ts cmnpat 1%11111,', 111I/S('NV110 10111(11.C1V.
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1(11 ,11111 111010 %%111) NI;INC(1. 1:1)1 -1%%r1 11C1«'111 01 1110SC 1%11() S())1A11 25
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ReltieW of aCade/r/iC ihiVitiOry proNram
Onc die (liwstions askcd 01 students who had withdrawn I row Sp.' %vas: If

von had an a( adelnic ur personal problem :IS Ill 1%110111 did %Oil go for

'I'lw findings indit ated that the relationships students develop with faculty
and other students are an important factor in retaining students. SI. John's stall
dicrefore decided to explore its ising program in more detail

Table lists the source of as lance that students sought when they had a
personal or at ademic prohlem.

.1 ible (i

Source of Assistance

Where .tittldedtti V for help
freshmen .(),,nhomores

Type of Pro)>i-ni
Academic Personal Acideolli. Personal

Fellow student 32% 45% 25% 38%
Member of faculty

other than advisor 20 6 9 '14

Head resident 11 9 18 9

Faculty advisor 10 9 19 9

1 at ulty re'ident 12 21 10 21

ounseling (Mt( t 12 6 11 7

Other 2 6 7 0
____....

100'11, 100% 100% -100%

in - 65) (n - 57) (n = 42)

Setoral students listed multiple sources of help, while others stated they had no
problems or did not respond to the question.

I. able usents some interesting comparisons. Fellow students, including
head residents, account for nearly 50 percent of student choices for help. Thc
(:ounseling Office. as far as these student, were concerned, is involved more in
II adentit counseling than personal counseling. Dorm counseling appears to be a
popular source of assistance Nearly 30 per4-i.nt of the students who left (freshmen
and suplunnures) selecyd either the faculty resident or the 1-,:ad resident as one
source of assistance. Only. Id pet clii (it sampled freshhain sought academic assistance
From their faculty a(,visors: however. 19 percent of sophomores consulted their
adViSOI'S

Sl..1(011l\ had fur on the trilditional method of advising
olidents !>itnatil' I s:gning a number or students to each member of the
t(a( hing Ii tilt'. l'his tura( lice had ht"..11 severek riti(i/cd hod) bY the students and
the f ultv. In order to learn more about sdident-fiu iulvisorv system. a
Facullv Advisdr Questionnaire ,as deveHied and distrilnucd to all m(mbers of the
St. John's fa( tilts then rurrently serving as Fat ultv adVitifirti. Jill l'espollties I() this

,Ilts ouestiontiiHre ituii( died the foll(ming conchisiow.:
Faculty inembeis (5'; percent) enjuS advising students and are con«.Ttled with

till tne( hmics of du mo«ss. 01 the 71 per( ent of the Faculty who returned the
questionnaire. three-1 nulls ol !hut!' nmk the link: tt) wake alditional comments and

suulcifis a55igr.f.,1 o (.1111 Illvism. is ver% unevenly distributed
Iron; two tu

AlilDiugh hi( inits tdvisor, Stull ll or nearls all ol their advisees,
the% spend I clativels little time in this task. Seventy-five percent of the advisor-
spend less 1;4an five hours per vec1: with their advisees.

I ht. retildis ()1 this i survel togetlwr with student comincius (from the atiritiwi
(pietionnanv :i.rough personal inursie%%sn confirmed !ill' staff's suspicions that
the preNect Ii esina.ii, r.,:ng nce(I I)) altenti:m.
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These two obsers anon, are 1 urther du( milented by the fact that nearly 80

per( (lit or the traditlitted students indicated they had either worked, traeled or done
both (hiring their absenc t I row ;1 IIitis. The remaining 20 percent enrolled in

another instilmion.
lite 107 I that Icss than HY, .1. tlic 7(111111111)4 (I('S( 111)C(I

1111111( CS- i75 .1 I ..%11114 St. Julius is surpi ising, in light of the tact

that this was the item c it(d 1110. ()ben as it reason for students %vitt)

isitlidrc.w (see 'LIN(' 1). Pei WI, (his suggests that the students who withdrtur for
finam itil reasons do not return, whereas those who withdriiNv and (hi retinal tisitalli,
iithdrelv for other reasons

Most of the students who returned f that their absence from St. John's ',vas
helpful to them. Thirty-eight pert cut telt itial the absence helped them "very
deciding on a vocatioeal !hike, while .1 I jarcent felt it helped "sollwwliat."

Several students remarked that then absence front St..Jolin's had a maturing (lie(
on their personality. Sp: stall speculated that perhaps the rural, seclutled
iitittosphele or St. John's influences some stuclents to leaVe Sti1001 for a year

or so, relleis their coma( t %yid) the "real world- itml then return to their tic:tat...mit'
work. The replacement ol the drab bv a voluntary servit-e has also no doubt
;71( re)sed the trend tosard lion-continuous education especially at men's sc hoofs

iike John's.

Co/Oils-ions
\I(17,1 (It t 11(7 5t11(1111/17, (he 81. John's campus simply do not rettirn.

Although the Universit still cannot succinctly state why these students leayc, the
(-wart h has turned t ,everill clues. As a result of that research, three major

recommendations Nve Unplemented at St. John's:

Lhe rcseart l ;tied Old( IW( MIS( tilts' :Ile (111Ill'(' Of.
Vu( ;2;4 '.,k; Illtis, tilt' ( clI' (11111;01()11 Mid ( (muscling services 77(.1.(

l's1),11111111 AI St. assistmu,
St. 11)11C11.S hC 717 1 he Univcrsily, so

din'S 7.tlinlic. (II I (..1(1111111( stlid7111 5. Thc.11. (1(1:1Sinil 11) III III 11 II) St. 1(4111%;

11(1)('IlL 111 p.11 (11 110' t 11(.'s if feelings (11("7 11.1(1 abutit ti s( hoot idler' diet-

left. I Inis, ell' I 1515 7'si.11'71,117'd 04 svork with students \situ
( WW1 illptUlg (hull 117dit'S.

H1)1111,111 It) sitldt had withdrawn indicated that the
; unit- sun II e assistani 717(.0 the needed help -a, rt (III1Cl

)1 II, . 1( .111. (11(.1:(7(7 in 107 I; 75, . )dto cai a peer cutinseling
(11 dui lu tljicl lF(`..11111(111
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Gustavus Adolphus College is a coeducational liberal arts college located 65
miles southwest of Minneapolis, Minnesota. It is one of the Oldest educational
institutions in the state, has strong Swedish ethnic ties, and is supported by the
Lutheran Church of America.

Gustavus has experienced annual enrollment increases since 1962 and in the fall
of 1975 had its highest enrollment in history, with 2,070 full-time equivalent students.
In 1975 the college accepted 92 percent of its apphcants, of whom 69 percent accepted
an Offer of admission. Unlike many private colleges, Gustavus currently does not
have a severe problem with declining enrollment. However, the budget of the
college is tightly correlated with the number of full-tinie equivalent students. In the
absence of a predictable entering enrollment from year to year, the college has been
unable to adopt a final operating budget until after the opening of the school year.

After the announcement of Northwest Area Foundation's Independent
College Program in 1973, Gustavus therefore submitted a proposal to the Foundation
for an admissions and retention projec. The proposed project was accepted and
funded for $83,889 in 1973 and was renewed the following year for $48,250.

Rationale for the proposal
There are many factors which influence a student's decision to withdraw from

an undergraduate program. At a reasonably selective institution like Gustavus, poor
academic achievement should not be a significant factor. With some exceptions, the
typical Gustavus freshman or sophomore who decides not to return does so
because he has no sense of purpose in his education, or has not been able to
identify with the College community, or has developed a professional goal which
he thinks Gustavus is incapable of helping him achieve.

To deal with these broad areas of disaffection, the retention program was
designed to improve academic advising and career counseling. It was felt that such a
program could significantly improve enrolhnent retention, particularly during the
first two years of the undergraduate cycle.

Project year I, 1973-74
The Gustavus Adolphus College Admissions and Retention Project

implemented during the 1973-74 academic year had one majov objective: to begin
organiiing a program which would increase the retention rate from 83 percent to
87 percent. There were four primary activities undertaken during the year to improve
retention, as outlined in Table 1.

Table 1
Objectives and means, Project Year I

OBJECTIVE: To increase retention rate from 83% to 87%
MEANS: Career counseling and academic advising

1. Forty faculty to be chosen and assigned 15 advisees each
a. three-day orientation to academic programs
b. advisors meet with advisees at regular intervals

2. Thirty-two seniors to be chosen to be assistants to faculty advisors
a. advise students on same floor in residence halls
h. meet regularly with faculty advisors for coordinated program

3. Director of Academic Advising and Career Counseling to be chosen
4. Special programs for upper 10% and lower 10% of freshman class

a. 10% freshmen with highest academic promise meet eight times for
special programs and seminars

b. 10% freshmen with lowest academic promise meet regularly for
supportive discussions and academic help

As can be seen, the plan called for special attention to freshmen and for focus
on advising groups located in residence halls. (The college is 95 percent residential.)
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Thirty-two upperclassmen ((ollegiate Fellows) and faculty members wci, therefore
chosen to form a team for the purpose of academic advising. The team was to be
assigned 15 freshmen advisees each. Tlw advising group was to be located on each
floor or in each section of the College residence halls.

One of the most important tasks accomplished during the planning stage was to
agree, as faculty advisors and Collegiate Fellows, on what should comprise an
advising program. During a three-day spring training and orientation session,
faculty advisors and Collegiate Fellows discussed the basic elements of an academic
advising program. Through this process, four basic assumptions emerged. The
following statement was then adopted by the freshmen advisors and the Collegiate
Fellows.

The basic elements of an aca(lemic advising program are:
1) Accurate information about academic possibilities, campus programs and

resource people.
2) An individualized, trusting relationship between advisor and advisee.
3) An open-minded approach to academic options, reflecting a recognition that

the siwial, cultural and academic spheres are interrelated.
4) An advising program that seeks to encourage and foster intellectual curiosity

and growth, but recognizes that ultimate decisions arc the choice and responsibility
of the a(lvisee.

5) Summarily, a program whose purpose is the good of the person. We hope
through working towards this goal to strengthen the community.

In the Fall of 1974, the Collegiate Fellows met for a one-week training program.
The training program focused on the areas of communications skills, intercultural
relations, first aid training, mental health emergency procedures and study skills.

The team, consisting of the Collegiate Fellow and freshman advisors, met with
freshmen groups the first time in small group meetings during a two-day orientation
period. Research done at Gustavus during 1966-68 with two freshmen classes and
American Council on Education (ACE) research data from recent freshmen classes
at Gustavus had indicated that students come to the campus with high academic
expectations. The orientation program was therefore designed to build on those
expectations. Collegiate Fellows and advisors are responsible for helping new
students quickly identify with the college community. Group meetings during
orientation strive to weave the student into the fabric of the academic community as
quickly as possible. The Collegiate Fellow is also usually the first person to identify
the potential drop-out or the student considering withdrawal.

To provide Collegiate Fellows and freshmen advisors with information so that
they could answer students' questions about academic options, an advising manual
was also designed in 1974. This manual lists specific information about majors, career
choices relating to majors, and descriptions of various academic options available to
students. In addition, a monthly newsletter to Collegiate Fellows and advisors,
"Advising Notes", provided such information as deadlines for registration for
graduate school examinations, new academic programs, and information concerning
registration procedures.

There was a strong emphasis on providing information for the advisor to assist
the student in moving toward a purpose in his/her education. The goal was to
provide a student with the right information at the right time, thus giving him a
sense of purpose and hopefully preventing a drop-out.

Special programs for the upper 10 percent and lower 10 percent of the freshmen
class did not work as well as planned, however. The Dean's Seminar, made up of
students with high academic predictors, met only twice, and the student response to the
seminar format was negative. Students indicated a desire to become involved in an
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in-depth program rather than a short seminar. This aspect of the program %vas
therefnre redesigned in 1974 by incorporating it into an Honors Program for-
freshmen. In the fall of 197.1, 45 freshmen with high academic predictors were
invited to attend an honors retreat. During this retreat, the Honors Program was
discussed. Students were then invited to participate in a continuing Honors Seminar
held during the fall and spring semesters and encouraged to enroll in special honors
sections Or encouraged to request of instructors an opportunity to do honors work in
classes. In the fall of 1975, 90 freshmen students expressed a -desire to become
involved in the Honors Program. Many will participate in a special Honors Seminar
and will also enroll in honors sections and do honors work in classes.

The 10 percent of the freshmen class with the lowest academic predictors met five
times during the first year. These group meetings were also discontinued Ilccause
students had negative feelings about being identified as a "problem" group. During
the last lint!' semesters, grades of students with low academic predictors were
therefine carefully monitored at inid-term and semester grading times. Students
needing additional support were contacted by the academic advising or counseling
offices.

Generally, the goals and objectives of' the first year were met. In fact, one might
say that the goals were met too well. The retention rate increased from 83 percent to
87.5 percent for the fall of 1974. The goal was surpassed the first year of the program
when some of the aspects of the program were not fully implemented. Perhaps a
Hawthorne effect or other phenomena explain this situation. Needless to say, the
college administration was pleased with the increase in retention.

Project Year II, 1974-75
Gustavus' Year II Pr(iject was essentially a continuation and expansion of the

first year Project. The academic advising program (including both Collegiate Fellows
and faculty advisors) was extended to upperclassmen. The objectives and means for
Project Year II fidlow.

Table 2

Objectives and means, Project year II
OBJECTIVE: Increase student retention
MEANS: Expand academic advisory project of Year 1 to upperclassmen

Increase number of Collegiate Fellows and faculty advisors from 31 to 50
Restructure career counseling seminars
1. Faculty

a. personnel exchange with business
b. seminars with business leaders
c. information regarding job market
d. two summer business experiences

2. Students
a. ACT analysis with prospects and new enrollees
b. Collegiate Fellows group meetings regarding careers
c. increased internship opportunities
d. workshops regarding changing occupational patterns for

sophomores and juniors
e. workshops regarding the selection of a job for seniors
f. increased summer employment opportunities
g. coordinated career counseling activities by all offices
h. increased agencies' interviews on campus (from 24 to 48)
i. senior visits to businesses
j. "Career Observation" course in January in Twin Cities

3. Business
a. Business Advisory Board established to assist college regarding

business seminars and needs
b. contracts with alumni in business/government
c. business leaders' seminars/courses on campus
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The academic advisory program of Year I was expanded to upperclassmen by
increasing the number of Collegiate Fellows and faculty advisors to 50. They
continued providing accurate information to students about academic options. Ehe
advising manual was also updated, and the advising notes were sent to all Collegiate
Fellows and faculty advisors to keep theni apprised of new academic options.

The Collegiate Fellow Program continued to have a broad impact on the entire
campus environment as well. The core of the retendon program, it is considered one
of the major contributors to the increase in retention fOr freshmen. Collegiate Fellows.
with information provided through the advising manual and the advising notes
publication, are able to answer many questions which freshmen raise about options
fOr academic majors. the relationship of a major to careers, and questions about
one's purposes in college. In cases where Collegiate Fellows are unable to answer
questions, referrals were made to faculty advisors or to appropriate student service
offices.

An additional emphasis of Project Year Il centered on career counseling.
Although career counseling was hinted at in die objectives for Project Year I, it was
the part of the program most difticult to develop. During Project Year I, discussions
by faculty, career counseling staff, other administrators, and students resulted in a
multi-dimensional program of career services.

A first objective was to cmwdinate the career counseling activities of offices
already functioning in that arca. Meetings were held with representatives of the
Counseling Center, Career Counseling, Pfrr:ement and Academic Advising Offices.
This cooperative effort resulted in t: (1,.velopment of a Career Resource Center.
The Resource Center is located adja«ir ') the Career Counseling, Placement,
and Cooperative Education Offices, and ( .ntains catalogs of graduate schools,
pamphlets and materials dealing with careers, and a variety of other directories
and information.

Another emphasis of the career couweling effort was to increase the number of
student internship opportunities. A cooperative education program was begun with
funding from the Title Four Program of the Federal Government. Contact was
made with approximately 4,000 alumni in the United States to determine their
interest in supervising an intern in their agency or business either during an interim
or semester term. Alumni received a letter, and the results were encouraging. Over
73 internship possibilities were available to students beginning in January of 1976 as
a result.

Implications of the project
As a result of two years of close attention to attrition and program efforts,

retention statistics for the fall of 1973 indicate the highest retention in the history of
Gustavus Adolphus College for a freshman class. At the end of fall registration,
88.5 percent of the freshmen class who were enrolled in the spring of 1975 also
enrolled for the fall term of 1975.

What has been most significant in the development of strategies to deal with
attrition hns been the pervading philosophy that it is important to retain students;
that is, it is thought that good retention feeds itself. Students knowing that otner
students arc anxious to return establishes a sense of pride in the institution. From
that attitu(le have developed other components important to retention, all of which
now comprise what is referred to as an Attrition Management Program. With an
emphasis on retention being shown by the leaders of the Northwest Area Foundation
project, other components of the College have seen fit to redesign some of their
programs so as to make a contribution to the retention of students. Some of
those additional components tangential to the original project strategies include:

1) Redesigning wgiAlration procedures. Registration procedures, including a
timetable for registration, have been changed so that a student completes a fall
schedule prior to his departure fOr summer vacation. The Registrar lias spent many
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hours training staff tc be more responsive to the needs of students and to minimize
the number of registration problems which might plague a student. He has
developed a philosophy of respect and concern for students and has traine(l the
ftir members of' his staff to reflect that contrn.

2) Admis.s'ions allfre. The admissions process emphasizes individnal counseling
with students. Nlaterials provided in the advising manual assist admissions personnel
in providing better academic advising to students during pre-admissions coumeling.
Academic advising and initial career counseling begin with the admissions staf.
Admissions staff coordinate the spring and summe t. pre legistration of' freshmen,
for example. They are also responsible for publishing a catalog, view book, and
other brochures to help students gain a lwtter understanding of the College.

3) Head residen. Faculty and administrators who work in the residence halls on
an overload basis are very :nterested in the Collegiate Fellow prograni. Head
residents participate in the week-long training seminal held for Collegiate Fellows.
By participating in these workshops, they are able to gain a better understanding of
the entire retention effort. A change in policy in the Housing Office resulted in
students completing housing assignments in the spring rather than fall. A student's
initial inclination to return in the fall is reinfOrced by bo:h housing and registration
assignments in the spring. Financial aid awards are also known to students in the
sprMg rather then waiting until the end of the summer. Colleg:lte Fellows and head
resi(lents have teamed to make the residence halls desirable places to live. On a
campus that is almost totally residential, increase in retention is at le.Ift partially
related to improvements in the residence hall environment.

4) Exit interview procedure. As reported in the Drake University experience, the
procedures whereby suidents withdraw f rom the college must be highly structured.
At Gustavus, a withdrawal pt-ocedure has been developed so as to provide data about
students who withdraw. Sufficient data has not been collected as yet, but in a year or
so reliable information should have been collected (lesctibing the student who
withdraws. The infortnation may provide clues regarding necessary changes in
student services or admissions,

5) Palmy Hp on nan-registrmds. During spring pre-registration, after the deadline
for registration has passed, a highly structured operation goes into action headed by the
Registrar. The Registrar informs the Associate Dean of the College which students
have not registered, and advisors are subsequently infOrmcd and encouraged to
make personal contact with their advisees. The advisor responds to the Associate
Dean with the natnes and information about the students' plan. A list of students
who indicated financial difficulties is prepared for the Di.rctor of Financial Aids who
then contacts students to check on the possibility of' changes in the financial aid
package. At the end of May, the Associate Dean and Registrar know the academic plans
of every student enrolled (uring the spring semester. It is difficult for a student to
leave school unregistered for the next semester without someone having made a
personal contact with that student to determine his/her academic intentions.

6) Leave ol ahsence policy. A "stop-out" plan was developed to help students get
the most out of their intentions to leave college for a short period of time. Students
intending to stop-out are encouraged to contact the Registrar or Associate Dean and
fill out a leave of absence form or draw up a plan which might include independent
!;iticlv. The form is an indication that the student is going to follow a specified plan
of action. It is nonbinding in a legal sense, but it is felt that there is a psychological
commitment by the individual to the college. Where in Inc past students dropped
out and often never returned, there are prelitninary indications that students who
fill out the.leave of absence form do return to finish their degrees.

7) Probation program. A structured program of contacting students about to go
on probation was also initiated in 1974. This two-vear old program attempts to provide
assistanf.e to students in academic difficulty. When mid-semester and semest.er
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glades rc issued, the Registrar, Coordinator for Student Services, and Associate
Dean of the Colleg meet to determine which students are in the most serious
trouble. Names ite dividc(1 among staff, and personal contact is made with them.
Collegiate Fellows and frc,'Intan tolvisors also contact students in their
ad% ising groups %vim 111..V IR having difficulty. Efforts arc made to provide the
smolt nts %vith support and assistanc(.

8) Academie referral carols. The Associate Dean of the College sends a referral
card to all !acultv members the third week of the semester, They ate asked to
indicate names of students %dui ;UV to) appeal' fOr classes or %vho seem to be
having some kind Of ;icadelnic or personal difficulty. These cards are teturned to tLe
Assuo law Demi of the College %vlio) then cithet contacts the student petsonaHy ot
requests that one of the Uhler student services make the contact. This is primarily an
early tllt(i 11 technique and helps no idenfily students who are in potentiid
difficulty and may drop out.

9) ()utility of arid concern Jur Jar ulty. Gustavus faculty have become more and
more ,tware of the o areful plans made to help tetain students. They cooperate
extremely %yell hv informing either the Associate Dean of the College ot the Rejr,istrar
%%lien they learn that a student is thinking about leaving. Advisors have also been
cooperative %%lien ,isked t 0 contact t student who has failed to tegister.

Conclusion
Increases in retention coccurring..at the same time majot reforms are being

undertaken seem to indicate a relationship between .those changes and tetention.
What is most important, at this point, is that efforts at retentbn are being reflected
virtually throughout the entire Gustavus campus. No one office is solely responsible
for the retention program. During the last two years more and inore offices and staff
members have joined to help a student succeed. Although i might be impossible to
cite decisively ally one component doing the most to increase retention, the
Colkgiate Fellow format has clearly contributed the most to the retention program.
There is a need, however, fOr continued research and data gathering to help
pin-point other problem areas. Efforts must continually be reviewed and problem
treits fixed if retention) rates arc to remain high.
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